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Chileans Cite
Repressions in USSR
At United Nations

Former Prisoner
Confined In
Asylum
WASHINGTON, D.C.—A former Ukra
inian political prisoner was forcibly confin
ed on November 2, 1976, in a psychiatric
asylum in the Vynnytsia oblast, according to
information received from the Committee to
Monitor Compliance with the Helsinki
Accords in Ukraine by the "Smoloskyp"
Ukrainian Information Service.
Yosyp Terelia had already served 14 years
in concentration camps, prisons and psy
chiatric asylums. He is 33 years old.
Mykola Rudenko, chairman of the Kiev
based Monitoring Committee, said that
Terelia is confined under extremely inhu
man conditions.
"There are 38 inmates per room. They are
fed irregularly. Rations are distributed as in
prison. There is only one towel for the 38
men. These are extremely horrible condi
tions," said Rudenko.
Terelia was born in 1943 in Transcarpathia Ukraine. He was arrested as a youth,
but he escaped soon afterwards only to be
recaptured.
In 1968 he was sentenced to 10 years
incarceration for alleged treason.
Terelia served that sentence first in one of
the Mordovian camps, and then in the
Vladimir prison, where the doctors diag
nosed him as mentally ill.
He was then confined in a psychiatric
prison in Sychivka near Smolensk, where he
remained until his release.
The UIS also reports that Nina StrokataKaravanska has undergone an intestinal
operation in Kalush. She was returned to
Moscow, and by mid-November she was still
in the hospital under strict security.
After her December 1975 release from
imprisonment, Strokata was exiled to
Tarus, a town north of Moscow.

WCFU Merorandum Recalled
NEW YORK, N.Y.—The Chilean delega
tion to the United Nations became the first
government representation to publicly raise
the issue of repression in the Soviet Union at
the United Nations. In doing so the Chilean
mission cited a document submitted to the
U.N. by the world Congress of Free Ukrain
ians.
A statement prepared by the Chileans,
entitled. "Report of the Economic and
Social Council — Protection of Human
Rights in Chile," said that while political
prisoners have been freed from Chilean
prisons, no "prisoners of conscience" have
been release from Soviet penal facilities.
Vice-Admiral Ismael Huerta Diaz, the
Chilean ambassador, to the U.N. who signed
the document dated December 3, 1976,
asked the General Assembly that it be
"issued and circulated as an official docu
ment of the General Assembly."
Unsubstantiated Allegations
The document said that the Soviet Uni
on's allegations that political prisoners are
tortured in Chile are not substantiated by
facts which are in the possession of the U.N.
or Western Communist leaders.
"Their (the Soviet Union's) campaign
against Chile is deprived of any serious basis
in the light of facts which not even massive
propaganda can obscure or reduce the
importance of," reported the Chileans.
Secondly, the fact that the Government of
Chile has expressed its willingness to release
Mr. Luis Corvalan (who acknowledged that
his conditions of detention were entirely
satisfactory in a telephone conversation with
the Communist Mayor of Milan...), while at
the same time the Government of Chile has
called for the release of Vladimir Bukovsky,
at the request of the Danish Sakharov
Committee."
The Chileans said that no one in the
Soviet government has responded to their
request for the release of "one person out of
hundreds of thousands detained in the
Soviet Union," and no mention of it or the
releases in Chile were made in the USSR
allegations.

UCCA National
Fiied Drive
(The figures are based on collections
UCCA Branches and contributions
organizations and individual donors
as of December 16, 1976).
1976 Goal—Si50,000
Thus far raised-S90,830
S'ill needed-S59,170

According to the report, there are only
two political prisoners in Chile. Sixteen
others are waiting for the completion of
formalities before they leave the country.
Last September, a Chilean representation
at the UNESCO session in Nairobi, Kenya,
originally proposed to raise the question of
human rights violations in Ukraine and
other East European countries, but later
reneged.
A Chilean spokesman said at the time that
"the procedure followed in human rights
cases was being applied properly and
therefore the government of Chile did not
feel it necessary to insure proper procedure
in this way."
The Canadian U.N. delegation was
(Continued on page 2)
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Strokata Asks UNICEF To Help
Svitlychny's Sister, Nephew
NEW YORK, N.Y.—The United Na
tion's Children's Fund received a letter last
September from a Ukrainian political
prisoner which attested to the close bonds of
friendship which developed between two
female Ukrainian dissidents who were
subsequently arrested, tried and sentenced
to the same concentration camp.
Nina Strokata-Karavanska, a Ukrainian
microbiologist and former inmate of the
Mordovian penal colony, who was released
in December 1975 after serving her sentence,
wrote a letter to UNICEF asking that
(Continued on page 2)
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To all our readers who observe Christmas on December 25, we extend our best
:fe wishes for a joyous and merry celebration of our Saviour's birth.
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Ukrainians Hate Soviet
English Psychiatrists
Regime, Says Kievite
Speak Out for Krasivsky
MUNICH, West Germany.-A recent
emigre from Kiev told Radio Liberty here
that Ukrainians hate the Soviet regime.
Oleksander Yampolsky said that this
feeling is shared by Ukrainians of all walks
of life.
"Ukrainians cannot live the way they used
to," he said. "They all hate the regime, all,
from the common farmer who hates the
'kolhosp' to the professor, who while
understands everything, is afraid to take
action."
Yampolsky said that the Ukrainian socie
ty is unofficially divided into two sections.
Those that decided to take action against the
repressions, he said, are "Ukrainian patriots
and Zionists whom the Soviet press casti
gates at every turn."
He said that the dissident movement in
Ukraine is composed not only of intellec
tuals and students, but also laborers and
peasants are beginning to have a say in it.
Yampolsky said that workers have stopp
ed thinking only of liquor and have begun

reading and thinking about the problems in
Ukraine.
"I consider this the most important aspect
of the current dissident movement in Ukra
ine," said Yampolsky.
Every month, he said, students and other
youths who express ideas different than the
official line are expelled from schools and
universities.
Yamposlky said that cooperation between
the Ukrainian patriots and Zionists is on the
increase.
"For Soviet authorities, the Ukrainian
national movement is the biggest enemy," he
said.
He said that this movement numbers
some 50 million people who can rise up at
any time, and the Moscow officials "under
stand this very well."
"The national movement in other repub
lics does not frighthen them," said Yampol
sky. "But Ukraine is a large republic which
can exist indepenently. That is why they
regard the Ukrainian movement their
number one enemy."

President Ford Cites Pluses,
Minuses of Helsinki Accords
WASHINGTON, D.C.— In reviewing the
status of the Helsinki Accords, President
Gerald Ford said on Wednesday, December
8, that the international pact did prompt
East-West cooperation in the areas of
technology and science, but the humanita
rian goals of the agreement have not met
with the same success.
The 187-page Presidential report, wrote
David Binder of The New York Times,' on
the Accords revealed that the Administra
tion had found "limited progress" in compli
ance by East European governments.
The inssuance of the report was prompted
by the establishment of a joint Congres
sional-Administration commission to moni
tor compliance with the Helsinki agreement.
The document was signed by representa
tion in Helsinki, Finland, in August 1975.
The report said that the U.S. government
made a series of requests to the Soviet Union
and East European governments urging
them "to fulfill their Helsinki undertakings."
The commission and the report paid
particular attention to the humanitarian
considerations of the so-called "Basket
Three" of the Accords.
According to the Presidential document,
"more meaningful cooperation" with the

USSR had been initiated in the field of
technology. It also showed that East Euro
pean countries have been providing econo
mic data and facilities for Western business
men.
The number of exit permits issued by the
Soviet and East European governments
have also increased, said the report, while
restrictions on travel and tourism remained
in force in most East European countries.
Barred from Eastern Europe
The report also noted that the members of
the American Congressional fact-finding
commission were barred from conducting
research in Eastern Europe.
The Presidential findings were also criti
cal of the Soviet-bloc countries for attacking
the broadcasts of the American-sponsored
Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, for
causing deaths of citizens seeking to flee
across borders to the West, and for imposing
restrictions on movements of Western
newsmen.
President Ford said in an introductory
note attached to the report, that he feels that
compliance with the Helsinki Accords is a
"key yardstick" in viewing development in
East-West relations.

Strokata Asks UNICEF...
(Continued from page 1)
international organization to help Nadia
Svitlychna and her son, Yarema, get suitable
living quarters in Kiev.
A copy of the letter was made public here
by the press service of the Ukrainian
Supreme Liberation Council (abroad).

the right to reside in the capital city of
Ukraine.
Strokata wrote that her friend wrote a
letter to the United Nations, saying that she
is incarcerated because of her belief in the
U.N. Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.

Return to Hometown Asked
Strokata, who served four years together
with Svitlychna on charges of anti-Soviet
agitation, said that Soviet law allows a
former inmate to return to his hometown
after he or she completed the sentence.
Soviet authorities, however, barred Svit
lychna from returning with her six-year-old
son to Kiev, said Strokata.
Svitlychna, a philologist, was arrested and
sentenced in 1972 when Yarema was twoyears-old. He was r^nt to a state foundling
home without permission of the mother.
Yarema's father, Danylo Shumuk, is
serving a ten-year sentence for anti-Soviet
writings, and his uncle, Ivan Svitlychny, is
also imprisoned on similar charges.
Svitlychna was released from the concen
tration camp in May 1976, and since that
time has been unable to get living quarters in
Kiev.
Officials told her that she does not have

Victims of Inhuman System
"Besides that, Nadia and Yarema are
victims of a system that separates mothers
from their children, incarcerates them for
political reasons, a system in which it is
impossible to demand human rights," wrote
Strokata. "In this way, the judicial system,
which was theoretically designed to guaran
tee these rights, itself violates the law with
the help of subsidiary by-laws and illegal
acts."
She asked the UNICEF officials not to
allow Svitlychna and her son to become
victims of their indifference.
"Today, it is important for us to defend
them against tftpse who deny them the right
to reside in the place where they lived up to
the arrest," she pleaded.
Strokata said that she would send more
material to the international organization
about Svitlychna's case.

LONDON, England.—A group of Eng
lish psychiatrists have initiated a widespread
campaign in defense of Ukrainian poet
Zinoviy Krasivsky, an inmate in the Vladi
mir Prison, according to "Smoloskyp" UIS.
The doctors, working through the Com
mittee Against Psychiatric Abuse for Politi
cal Purposes (CAPA), wrote in the first
edition of their bulletin, "Straightjacket",
that after five years of confinement in the
Vladimir prison, Krasivsky is mentally
healthy.
"Tragic Poems"
Krasivsky was declared by the prison
doctors to be suffering from mild schi
zophrenia because they allege that during
the day he is "happy" and at night he writes
"tragic poems".
CAPA said that two former Soviet politi
cal prisoners now living in the West are the
sources of much information about Krasiv
sky. Both Viktor Feinberg and Vaclav
Sevruk were incarcerated with him in the
Serbsky Psychiatric Aslyum.
Feinberg said that Krasivsky is an "out
standing" person. According to him, Krasiv
sky is an authority on ethics for the inmates
for the Vladimir Prison.
He said that in the confines of the prison,
violent conflicts may have occured as a
result of personality and ideological clashes,
but Krasivsky's presence mollified them.

Feinberg said that Krasivsky began
addressing everyone by the first name and
patronimic.
Sevruk claims that Krasivsky was confin
ed in an insane asylum because of his talent,
poetry, and influence over other political
prisoners.
He said that the Ukrainian National
Front, which Krasivsky helped organize,
had many contacts among the people.
In 1966, members of the organization
attempted to participate in a press confer
ence in Kiev on the nationality problem in
Ukraine.
When they were barred from attendance,
they distributed many leaflets about what
they considered was the true status of the
nationality question in Ukraine. Krasivsky
was among those arrested and sentenced to
long prison terms.
Founded in 1975
CAPA is one of the many organizations
established in the West to protest the use of
psychiatric medicine against political pri
soners. The English branch was formed on
September 5, 1975. A similar organization
exists in Switzerland.
Besides Feinberg, Maryna Feinberg,
Leonid Pliushch, Natalia Horbanevska, and
others also assisted in establishing the
organization.

Chileans Cite...
(Continued from page 1)
among those which also refused to raise the
question of human rights in Ukraine.
William H. Barton, ambassador, said that if
Ottawa did not okay such a move, he could
do nothing about.
The American and Belgian U.N. groups
were also among those delegations which
did not want to take up the question of
human rights in the USSR at the U.N.
Five Requests
The Chilean delegation made five specific
requests of the Soviet government. One of
them was based on a memorandum signed
by Msgr. Dr. Basil Kushnir, president of the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians, to the
U.N. Secretary-General.
The Chileans requested that the Soviet
reply to "whether it is prepared to release the
priests and dignitaries of various churches
who are under detention; to return the
children who have been separated from their
parents for religious reasons to their parents'
homes; and to desist from persecution on
grounds of religion, in accordance with the
request made to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations on behalf of the Ukrainian
faithful by the President of the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians, Msgr. Basil
Kushnir, on April 2, 1976."
They also wrote that they would "be
pleased" if the Soviet government clarifies or
replies to: universal investigation and
protection of human rights and open its
frontiers to international organizations,
ceasing the practice of psychiatric abuse of
political prisoners "which has been publicly
denounced by Pliushch, Bukovsky, Sakharov, Solzhenitsyn, and many o t h e r s ; "
permitting religious freedom within the
Soviet territory, and agreeing to the public
consideration and investigation of a camp-

laint signed by 27,432 witnesses and deliver
ed to the Director of the Division of Human
Rights.
The Chilean delegation pledged to con
tinue to urge the U.N. and all its affilliate
organizations to continue to study the
human rights situtation around the world.
This pledge, they said, is on the basis of
"the obligations incumbent on everyone by
reason of the very nature of man, the
principle of universality of the United
Nations, and the legal equality of all States."

AI Declares 1977 Year
Of "Prisoner
Of Conscience"
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Amnesty Inter
national said that because the status of
human rights has deteriorated around the
world, the organization has declared 1977 as
"International Prisoner of Conscience
Year," according to UPI.
AI said that it intends to launch "an allout offensive on behalf of human rights
throughout the world."
It claims that torture has become "com
mon practice" in about 60 countries.
Whitney Ellsworth, chairman of the
international human rights group, said that
since 1961 AI has been instrumental in
freeing some 9,000 prisoners of conscience
and its influence has been growing.
However, he added, "the human rights
situation around the world has deteriorated
at an alarmingly faster rate."
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Canadian Committee Requests
Implementation of Multiculturalism
(Below is the text of a letter forwarded by the Ukrainian Canadian Committee to the Hon. John Мито, Canada's Federal
Minister responsible for multiculturalism, in response to the Speech from the Throne, read in the House of Commons on
October 12th. The letter, dated November 14, 1976, was signed by Serge Radchuk, VCCA President, and Dr. Peter A. Kondra,
for the Secretary General).
We have previously expressed our con
cern about the lack of progress of the
multicultural program, particularly the
dormancy of the recommendations of the
Canadian Consultative Council on Multi
culturalism. Our concern has been intensi
fied by the speech from the throne, read in
the House of Commons on October 12,
1976, which completely omits any reference
to the multicultural policy proclaimed by the
Government on October 8, 1971.
On the one hand, the throne speech states
that recognition of the diversity of Canada,
including languages and culture, is funda
mental to justice. On the other hand, there is
no indication what provisions exist or are
planned to maintain the principles of justice
in such diversity.
In fact, the speech from the throne states
to the contrary that "the policy is one of
fairness and reasonableness towards the
people speaking the two official languages of
Canada; and it must be maintained in the
interest of justice and of the unity of
Canada", and that "the Government is
convinced that a great majority of Cana
dians are dedicated to the strengthening of
bonds among Canadians speaking our two
official languages and belonging to our
many different cultures".

We concur with the Government's empha
sis on the importance of national unity, but
we believe that such unity cannot be attained
by excluding a large segment of Canadians
speaking many other than the two official
languages.
Therefore, the proposed policy is not "in
the interest of justice and of the unity of
Canada" because the Throne Speech states
that Canada is a diverse country.
"Unity can result only from a recognition
of that diversity, and not any attempt to
impose rigid uniformity. IN matters of
language and culiure. tl is important to
recognize the personality of the various
parts of the country without departing from
the fundamental principles of justice and
generosity, which should apply every
where".
We share the Government's concern for
the problems related to bilingualism as we
support the principles of two official langu
ages as working languages in the Federal
Government.
However, keeping in mind that the Offi
cial Languages Act provides that "English
and French languages are the Official
languages of Canada for all purposes of the
Parliament and Government of Canada"
and "all institutions of the Parliament and

Government of Canada", only, and to the
extent that this is practical and necessary in
any particular region, as stipulated in several
sections and subsections of the Act, and
keeping in mind that education is under
provincial jurisdiction, we, therefore, sup
port the principle of the Federal Govern
ment providing financial assistance to the
province for the teaching of official and
other, languages, in accordance with the
choice of the provinces, guided by local
needs.
If, as stated in the throne speech, recogni
tion of Canadian diversity, including langu
age and culture, is fundamental to the
principles of justice and if "no citizen or
group of citizens is other than Canadian and
ail should be treated fairly", as stated in the
announcement of the multicultural policy,
then official bilingualism is practical and
acceptable to the majority of Canadians
only alongside of a viable multicultural
program.
Furthermore, if multiculturalism does not
thrive and Canadians, other than those of
French and Anglo-Celtic origins, are forced
to choose between two melting pots, they
will choose the English language which
would ultimately lead to a single language
and culture, thereby threatening the survival

of the French language and culture in
Canada.
In view of the above named omissions and
ambiguities in the Throne Speech and the
uncertain state of the multicultural pro
gram, we appeal to you, Mr. Minister, and
through you to the Canadian Government,
to re-affirm, in the House of Commons or at
such other suitable national forum, the
continuation and exoansion of the multicul
tural policy including the implementation of
the recommendations of the Canadian
Consultative Council on Multiculturalism.
This requires:
a. adequate staffing to administer the
multicultural program including an assis
tant Deputy Minister in charge of multicul
turalism to coordinate the program;
b. increased budget allowance for the
multicultural program, especially for assist
ance in teaching non-official languages
(recommendation no. I of the CCCM); and
c. involvement of the CBC radio and
television in the implementation of the
multicultural policy including the broad
casting of multicultural and multilingu;
programs which are now limited to two
unofficial languages, i.e. Inuit and Canadian
Indian.

Canadian Folk Arts Council
Dr. Romankiw Elected
Strengthens Quebec Ties
President of World Plast
KERHONKSON, N.Y.—Dr. Lubomyr
Romankiw, a scientist by profession and an
energetic community activist, was elected
president of the Supreme Plast "Bulava" at
the seventh Conference of Ukrainian Plast
Organizations held here at Soyuzivka
December 4-5.
In his community work, Dr. Romankiw
was also instrumental in establishing a
Ukrainian course at Mercy College in
Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., two years ago.
The conference constitutes a world-wide
coordinating body for all Plast organiza
tions. Delegates from the United States,
Canada, England, Germany, Australia and
Argentina took part in the deliberations.
Joining Dr. Romankiw on the executive
board are: Jaroslawa Rubel and George
Bohachevsky, vice-presidents, Victor Ja-

worsky, general secretary; Nicholas Wasylyk, financial chairman, and T. Samotulok,
B. Sirsky and Luba Krupa, representing the
senior, adult and youth Plast groups.
A panel on "The Current Status of the
Ukrainian Community with Eyes Towards
the Future" was held in the course of the
conference.
Atty. Adrian Slywotsky moderated the
panel which consisted of Dr. Myroslaw
Prokop and Dr. Ivan Holowinsky. Discus
sants were Dora Horbachevsky, Bohdan
Klos, Roman Procyk, and Sonia Slobodian.
The participants also heard an address by
Dr. Yurij Starosolsky, Chief Plastun.
The assemblage concluded after adopting
certain by-law changes and resolutions.
The conference was conducted by a
presidium chaired by Wasyl Janiwsky.

Contributions Flow to UCCA Fund
NEW YORK, N.Y.(UCCA Special).-By
December 15th, the collection for the
Ukrainian National Fund reached a total of
587,330.
It remains only four weeks to the termina
tion of the 1976 fund drive, and the month of
December has always been one of the most
yielding in the campaign.
There are 16 UCCA branches which sent
51,000 by December 15th, namely, those in
Newark-Irvington, Rochester, Buffalo,
Philadelphia, Hartford, Passaic-Clifton,
New Haven, Cleveland, Jersey City, Youngstown, Boston, Chicago, Lorain, New York,
Syracuse and Willimantic. The last three
UCCA branches remitted the following:
New York"51,120 (chairman Dr. Volodymyr Sawchak, collectors Lev Pryshlak
and Mykola Chomanczuk; Syracuse, N.Y.
-51,340 (chairman Dr. Sviatoslav Klufas,
collector M. Welych); Willimantic, C o n n . S 1,320 (chairman I. Zdyrko, collector M.
Plesh).
Contributions from other UCCA branch
es are as follows:
Washington, D.C.—5600 (chairman G.
Nesterchuk, collector B. Demchyshyn);

Omaha, N e b . - 5 5 1 0 (chairman O. Prodywus, collector M. Depa); New Brunswick,
N.J.— 5315 (chairman M. Jacus, collector
M. Mostovy); Wilmington, D e l . - 5 2 9 0
(chairman Dr. O. Sluzar, collector I. Knyhynytsky); Miami, F l a . - 5 2 5 0 (chairman
Volodymyr Chomiak, collector Antin Uhlar); Allentown, P a . - 5 2 2 5 (collector I.
Fedorak, chairman Dr. A. Kipa); Camden,
N.J.—5125 (chairman M. Romach); Bos
ton, Mass.—5115 (chairman K. Husak,
collector S. Kaiko).
Parrallel to collections sent by the UCCA
branches, individual donations keep coming
in as well. Among the donors is Mrs. Vera
Stetkevich-Stangl, (Florida) who donated
51,000 in memory of her late father. Prof.
Joseph Stetkevich.
Donating 5100 each were: League of
Ukrainian Savings Banks, Chicago; Bohdan
Chomiuk, New York, N.Y.; Mykhailo
Moroz, Rockville, Conn.; Irene and Valery
Kost (Virginia), Dr. Yaroslav Ocheretko,
New York, N.Y. and T. Корка, (Florida),
and Roman Hewko (Philadelphia, Pa. 3.)
(Continued on page 14)

TORONTO, Ont.-The Canadian Folk
Arts Council (Le Conseil Canadian des Arts
Populaires), a Canada-wide cultural organi
zation coordinating folkloric performing
and visual arts, voted unanimously at its
annual meeting in Toronto this weekend to
align itself directly with Quebec's Confeder
ation des Loisirs du Quebec. Representa
tives of the Confederations attended the
meeting.
The CFAC/CCAP represents 60 folk arts
council across Canada, while the Confedera
tion represents 32 province-wide federations
in various disciplines of the Quebec com
munity arts.
Keynote speaker at the meeting, Multi
cultural Minister, John Munro, referred
directly to the Quebec elections and told
delegates that "Canada is dealing in a world
that is increasingly inter-connected. It is
only together that we have the clout to
compete and make an impact."
Deliberations which began in November
with the Confederation des Loisirs du

Quebec will be continued to decide on the
procedural framework of participation in
CFAC/CCAP national activities.
Sen. Paul Yuzyk, re-elected chairman of
the cultural council, which represents
anglophone and francophone sectors of the
traditional arts in 10 provinces, likened the
step to a "marriage in which both partners
agree on the conditions for a union that
augurs for a better future."
Executive Director of the CFAC/CCAP,
Leon Kossar, of Toronto, noted that the
decision was "a significant move towards a
stronger sharing, and interchange, of Cana
da's cultural resources."
The major CFAC/CCAP program in
1976 was the coordinating of 1,000 perform
ers from 9 provinces and the Northwest
Territories, with another 1,000 performers
from every part of Quebec, in the Canadian
Folk Arts Festival, an official Montreal
Olympics program. It was enjoyed by
audiences, which totalled over 200,000.
(Continued on page 14)

Canadian Shevchenko Foundation
Awards Over S41.000 In Grants
WINNIPEG, Man. - The executive
board of the Shevchenko Foundation, at its
meeting Wednesday, December 1, approved
30 grants totalling 541,950 to various
Ukrainian organizations which foster Ukra
inian culture in Canada.
These awards, together with the nine
approved last May, raise the total number of
grants issued by the foundation in 1976-77 to
553,950.
Since the foundation's establishment,
5219,535 has been awarded to various
Ukrainian Canadian organizations.
Among the organizations to receive funds
this year were all the Ukrainian weeklies
published in Canada, as well as St. Andrew's
College at the University of Manitoba, the
Ukrainian Cultural Oseredok in Winnipeg,
and the Ukrainian National Women's
League of Canada's museum in Saskatoon.
Also receiving grants were: the Ukrainian
Canadian Committee executive board, the
Ukrainian National Women's League of

Canada executive board, the Toronto
branch of the Shevchenko Scientific Socie
ty, the Thunder Bay Ukrainian Canadian
Committee branch, the "Zahrava" Drama
Ensemble from Toronto, the "Baturyn"
orchestra, the "Dnipro" chorus, the "Kalyna" dancers, Dr. M. Mandryka. and others.
Additional applications for grants receiv
ed this year will be reviewed at the next
meeting of the executive board in January
1977.
The 1976-77 Shevchenko Foundation
executive board consists of: Dr. I. Hlynka,
president; Dr. J. Barwinsky, vice-president:
G. Hvozdulych, secretary-treasurer; and
Judge l.P. Solomon, W. Deneka, A. MeInyk, and Maria Mandziuk, members. The
auditing board includes: Maira Wawrykow.
chairwoman. Sen. Paul Yu/.yk. vice-chair
man; Luba Chaykowsky, secretary: and S..
Jankowsky and A.I. Yaremovych, mem
bers.
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N.Y. Ukrainians Include a Bit of Their
Ulster
History in Bicen Time Capsule
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— The New York City
Ukrainian community has contributed
several books and articles about the history
of Ukrainians in America to be included in a
Bicentennial time capsule.
The project, sponsored by the Brooklyn
Bicentennial Commission, was dedicated on

New UCCA Branch
Established In
Kerhonkson
KERHONKSON, N.Y. (UCCA Special).
- O n Sunday, December 12, an organizational meeting was held at the UNA Estate
"Soyuzivka" here, at which a hew branch of
the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America was established.
Some 56 delegates from Kerhonkson,
Ellenville, Glen Spey and Hudson attended
this gathering, effectively prepared by an
initiative committee, headed by Walter
Kwas, manager of "Soyuzivka," with Mrs.
Sophia Barusevych, Mykola Wasylyk and
Ivan Chomanchuk as members. The wellattended meeting was the result of the spade
work of this committee.
The meeting was formally opened by Mr.
Chomanchuk, while Father Shevchuk of the
local Ukrainian Catholic parish, delivered a
prayer for the success of the meeting.
The session was conducted by a presidium, consisting of Dr. Mykola Barusevych,
chairman, Prof. Volodymyr Bakum, vicechariman, and Mrs. Olha Saluk, secretary.
Ivan Bazarko, Administrative Director of
the UCCA, was the principal speaker at the
meeting. He emphasized the importance of
the UCCA and its work in the Ukrainian
American community as the highest representative body of the Ukrainians in the
United States. He also discussed at length
the Xllth UCCA Congress and its numerous
aspects, including planned activities in the
future.
Roman Krupka, also from the UCCA
Central Office, dwelt on the progress of the
fund-raising campaign for the Ukrainian
National Fund.
After the presentation of these reports a
lively discussion ensued in which the following persons took part: Prof. M. Wasylyk,
Mr. Rener, W. Chamula, Prof. V. Bakum,
Ms. Kulchycka, Mr. W. Kwas, Mr. Kulchycky, Mr. Marenin, S. Barusevych, A, Tchir,
F. Sawchur and M. Bezkorowainy.
As a result, the vote was taken whereby a
UCCA branch was established unanimously
in Kerhonkson, with the following executive
committee: Dr. Volodymyr Lenec, chairman, and Roman Hawryluk, Ivan Kulchycky, Dmytro Stasiuk, Ivan Cymbal, Mary
Andreyko, Fedir Sawchur, Volodymyr
Berizka and Andrij Tchir, members.
The auditing board includes Dr. Barusevych, Mr. Kwas and Osyp Bezkorowainy,
while Petro Jaciw, Prof. Waskiw and Ivan
Chomanchuk constitute the board of appeals.
At the meeting it was also decided that in
addition to dues to the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America, each member of the
new UCCA branch would have to pay S6.00
a year for the operational expenses of the
branch.
Before the meeting was closed, Mr. Kwas
reported on the preparation of "Ukrainian
Independence Day" in Albany, N.Y. on
January 17, 1977, with the assistance and
coorperation of UCCA and "SUA" branches of the Albany district and the UCCA
Central Office in New York. In this respect,
representatives of the UCCA Central Office
and Mr. Kwas discussed details with Mr.
Yaroslav Kushnir and Mrs. Y. Kushnir,
head of the UCCA District Committee and
UNWLA Regional Council, respectively.
Mr. Kwas was charged with coordinating
this important event- in the State of New
Y-otk.... , -. , - :
,.

July 3, 1976, during ceremonies at Borough
Hall.
The capsule, which will be imbedded in
the Freedom Monument, will be sealed at
midnight, December 31, and will be opened
again in 2076.
Dr. Wolodymyr Sawchak. president of
the local UCCA branch, and Mesdames
Irene Kurowyckyj and Lubo\ Wolynetz,
were on hand to present Frank Scotto,
chairman of the Brooklyn Bicentennial
Commission with the Ukrainian artifacts.
The Ukrainian package included: ''Ukrainians in America" b^ Vladimir Wertzrnan
(donated by Myron Surmach), volumes one
and two of "Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopeadia", a series of stamps showing Ukrainian Easter Eggs (donated by the New York
Plast branch), a miniature copy of Taras
Shevchenko's Kobzar, published in Geneva
in 1878 (donated by Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch), a
UCCA brochure about Ukrainians in America, a Ukrainian trident (donated by Mr.
Romanyshyn of Stamford), a protrait of
Patriarch Josyf Cardinal Slipyj (donated by
Dr. Ihor Sonevytsky), a Ukrainian "pysanka," the 1976 UNA Alamanac, J. Luciow's
"Eggs Beautiful-How to Make Ukrainian
Easter Eggs," and a few other items.
Other articles to be sealed into the capsule
will be statements by President Gerald Ford,
Gov. Hugh Carey, a baseball signed by the
players and coaches of the New York Mets,
and memorabilia of some 100 other area
organizations.
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County
Marks
January 22nd Dates

The Ulster County Legislature recently adopted a resolution to mark January 22,1977 as the
59th anniversary of Ukrainian independence. The body acted on a proposition made by
Kerhonkson legislator Frank Spada, who is a neighbor of the Ukrainian National
Association estate. Photo above shows Peter J. Savago, chairman of the County Legislature,
presenting the proclamation to, left to right, Mrs. Sophie Barusewycz, president of the
Kerhonkson branch of the Ukrainian National Women's League of America, Mr. Spada,
and Walter Kwas, Soyuzivka manager. News of the event was reported in the October 31st
edition of The Sunday Freeman.

N. Y. SUMA Ensembles Stage
Benefit Concert for New Church
NEW YORK, N. Y.—The local branch of
the Ukrainian American Youth Association
(SUM A) staged a three-hour benefit concert
of music, dance and recitation for the
construction of a new church for the
Ukrainian community here Sunday, December 12 at the High School of Fashion
Industries.

The new church will cost some S3 million,
and some two-thirds of that amount has
already been raised.

Despite the praiseworthy cause for which
the funds were being raised and the dedication of the youthful performers who numbered upwards of 100, only some 1,000 area
residents filled the auditorium which seats
over 1,600.
Rev. Dr. Volodymyr Gavlich, pastor of
St. George's Ukrainian Catholic Church
here, announced in the second half of the
program that S2,000 was raised for the new
house of worship.

Soloists for the chorus were Brigitta
Zajac, Olha Hirniak, Iryna Danlyliw, Maria
Kin, and Oksana Charuk. They were accompanied at the piano by Chrysanta ZubryckaYoung.

Under Construction
The edifice, already under construction, is
located on Seventh Street and Hall Place,
the unofficial fulcrum of Ukrainian community life in the metropolitan area. It was
designed by Apoilinaire Osadca and is
scheduled for completion next fall.

The concert began with the "Zhayvoronky" all-girls chorus, under the direction
of Lev Struhatsky, performing Vasyl Symonenko's emotional "Swans of Motherhood."

"Zhayvoronky" rendered eight more
songs in the course of the program, two of
which, Leontovych's "Shchedryk" and
"Dudaryk", were sung a capella. Their "Ave
Maria" was dedicated to the new church.
The members of the chorus, Misses
Hirniak and Zajac, also performed a duet
with Sonia Shereg at the piano. They sang
three selections.
As most Ukrainian programs go, they
would be incomplete without the fast-paced
and intricate Ukrainian folk dances.
Taking care of this segment of the enter-

Franko's Daughter Opens
Week in His Memory in Toronto
TORONTO, Ont. - Anna FrankoKliuchko, daughter of Ukrainian writer,
Ivan Franko whose 120th anniversary of
birth was being marked in Ukrainian
communities in the free world, opened a
week-long program dedicated to her father
here at the Ukrainian National Federation
Library on College Street.
Mrs. Franko-Kliuchko was joined in the
ceremony on Sunday, December 5, by her
son, Myron, and daughter-in-law, Nadia.
The week was sponsored by the Cultural
Council of the local branch of the IJCC. It
concluded with a concert of works set to
Franko's lyrics.
The local UCC president, Dr. O. SokoIsky, opened the first day's piogram by
asking that Mrs: Franko-Kliuchko.and her

son and daughter-in-law snip the blue and
yellow ribbon to the exhibit area.
This was followed by a reading of Franko's "Prologue" to his poem "Moses" by his
daughter.
Mrs. O. Bryzhun-Sokolyk, chairwoman
of the Cultural Council, also read a brief
biography of the Ukrainian poet and writer,
portraying him as a person greatly dedicated
to his children.
Dr. Soklsky's 93-year-old father, who
recently emigrated from Ukrain, also addressed the audience about Franko observances there. He also spoke about Franko's
funeral, which he attended.
A collection vof Franko's memorabilia was
d'ispia;ved at the UNF Library. It was
organized. by.Mrs. JH. Paiienko.. '

tainment were the "Verkhovyntsi" and
"Young Verkhovyntsi" dancers directed by
Oleh and Daria Ganza. The younger terpsichoreans appeared in the first half of the
concert, while the older group danced in the
latter part.
One number was an original dance choreographed by Mrs. Genza for women. It was
entitled "Pryvit" (Greetings).
The acrobatic "Hopak" rounded out the
show.
Autumn Ritual
Included within the dance performances
was a unique presentation of the Ukrainian
autumn ritual "Obzhynky." With the girl
members of the "Verkhovyntsi" dancers led
by Mrs. Genza performing on stage, sextet
of women sang the songs associated with this
rite.
The singers, accompanied at the piano by
Wolodymyr Hentisz, were O. Hentisz, O.
Pasternak, S. Rakowsky, I. Klym, O.
Hajecky and M. Danyliuk.
At the close of the number, Mrs. Genza
and the dancers gave Rev. Gavlich a bouquet from the SUMA branch.
A dramatic reading of Vasyl Stefanyk's
"Syny" (The Sons) was rendered by Askold
Lozynskyj.
Mr. Lozynksyj and Elizabeth Czartorysky acted as masters of ceremony. The read
limericks, written by Leonid Poltava, about
Ukrainian life here, Ukrainian history, and
life in Ukraine at the introduction to every
act.
Before the conclusion of the concert, Rev.
Gavlich, in his statement, thanked Kornel
Wasylyk, the SUMA branch's head, and the
directors of the two ensembles for their work
in putting together the program.
Commends Youth
Rev. Gavlich commended the SUMA
youths for understanding the necessity of a
new church for the parish and said that their
example about supporting the church
should be followed by all.
After the concert a reception for the
performers was held at St. George's school
ball, v , r. ,
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Pennsylvania Assemblyman
Luchuf Loses In Bid For
Visits UNA Svohoda Scfiooi Board Position

J E R S 11\ CITY. N. і. --There w ere da\ s.
I remember. -\hen we didn't Haunt our
ethnic background. ,,nd some people e\en
disavowed ; i / ' ^u-eu led Stuban, newK
elected state assembhman from Pennsyl
vania's 109th district during a recent visit of
the UNA and S\oboda offices here.

NEW YORK, N.Y. - M i d w : і і chuf. -.
well-known and energetic rrh ^Kr ct the
local Ukrainian cornmuniu, !оч in hb first
attempt at a local public office since hh
retirement from the New York Police
Department.
Mr. I.uchuf failed to acquire the necessary
votes to be named to an interim vacancy on
Community School Board 25 which over
sees the public school system in the Flushing-Whitestone-Bayside area of Queens.

Mr. Stuban, a Democrat, who won the
109th legislative district seat in last Novem
ber's elections, was referring to the early
phases of Ukrainian immigration to the
United States, juxtaposing it with the
contemporary rise of ethnicity, particularly
accentuated \n his state, where people of
East European origin constitute over 30 per
cent of the population.
"Ethnicity was certainly a factor in this
year's elections," he confirmed pointing to
his own case as well as to the presidential
level.
The son of Ukrainian immigrants—his
father has been a member of the UNA since
1938-Mr. Stuban also pointed to involve
ment in the chosen political party as the key
factor in bidding for a public office.
His is a case in point. He is former
member of the Democratic State Commit
tee, former member of the city council in
Berwick. Pa., his hometown, and former
president of the Columbia-Luzerne-Cog
government.
A Qommunicant of Ss. Cyril and Metho
dius Ukrainian Catholic Church in Berwick,
where the Rev. Dr. John Bilanych is pastor,
Mr. Stuban has no doubt that he had the
support of the area Ukrainian American
community. A lot of people worked hard for
me and Г11 work hard for them in Harrisburg."
Mr. Stuban will join another Ukrainian
American in the state assembly, Russell
Kowalyshyn, also a Democrat, who has
been serving since 1966 and ran unopposed
in last November's elections.
Accompanying Mr. Stuban on the Thurs
day, December 9, visit of the new UNA and
Svoboda headquarters here were: Michael
Miknich, president of Berwick's Ukrainian
American Citizens
Club, its financial
secretary Walter Milo, and Tymko Butrey,
area UNA activist who heads the Shamokin
District Committee of Soyuz and is secre
tary of Branch 164.
The visitors were hosted by UNA Su
preme President Joseph Lesawyerand other

During the visit of UNA and Svoboda offices, seated, left to right, are: Anthony Dragan,
Svoboda Editor-in-Chief, Supreme Organizer Stefan Hawrysz, Michael Miknich, current
president of the Ukrainian American Citizens Club in Berwick, Pa., Supreme President
Josephy Lesawyer, Assemblyman Ted Stuban, UNA Shamokin District Committee
chairman Tymko Butrey, UAC Club's financial secretary Walter Milo and Supreme
Secretary Walter Sochan.
executive officers, as well as Svoboda and
Weekly editors during the tour of the new
building and subsequent talks.
Turning to the current scene, Mr. Stuban
said that the young generation takes to
ethnicity like "fish to water". "I can see it in
my children. They are proud of their
Ukrainian heritage, they love Ukrainian
customs and traditions, and they tell others
about them."
The Ukrainian American Assemblyman,
who is 48 years old, is married to the former
Charlotte Vee and father of two, John, a
college student, and Kathy, who is married

to Joseph Duda. All are members of Mr.
Butrey's Branch as are his friends from the
Ukrainian American Citizens Club who
accompanied him on this visit.
Mr. Stuban said he intends to air some of
the problems that are endemic to the ethnic
people of his district. He will attack the
problem of unemployment and will strive to
funnel funds in the form of scholarships for
young people.
Not forgetting his Ukrainian ancestry, he
will seek the passage of a resolution desig
nating January 22nd as Ukrainian Inde
pendence Day in Pennsylvania.

in a letter from Nathan A. Abbe, presi
dent of Community School Board 25, Mr.
Luchuf was told that all the applicants were
of "high caliber" and the decision was
difficult to attain.
Mr. Luchuf retired from the NYPD last
June at the rank of captain after he suffered
a heart attack in August 1975. He was
hospitalized over a month at that time.
His ailment prevented him from perform
ing his duties on the police force and he was
awarded a full-pay, line-of-duty disability
pension which is exempt from federal, state
and local income taxes.
Mr. Luchuf explained that he cannot seek
paid political offices because of the courts'
decisions which stipulate that the tax
exempt status of the disability pensions'
depends entirely on the fact that retirees
were deemed incapable of performing
gainful employment.
He is therefore restricted to non-income
jobs or employment at the nominal S1.00 per
year.
Mr, Luchufs activity in the community
includes membership in the Ukrainian
American Veterans, the local UCCA
branch, the New York City Ukrainian
Bicentennial Committee, and other organi
zations.

Young Detroiter Develops Computers
DETROIT, Mich.-In 1975 the Ukrain
ian community of Detroit gained yet an
other professional.
Jerry I. Tustaniwskyj received a B.S. with
high distinction from the College of En
gineering at Wayne State University. Due to
his unusual ability, he was able to complete
his studies in three years, while working
alternate quarters as a cooperative student
engineer at Burroughs Corporation.
Still as a student, he was able to improve
the performance and reliablity of a compu
ter peripheral. The unit has been tested and
is presently marketed.

After graduating he accepted an offer
from Burroughs, where he is still presently
employed on the development of an advanc
ed computer peripheral, which will be
available on the market in the near future.
After receiving his Bachelor's degree, he
decided to continue his education and to
achieve a doctorate in engineering. Due to
his high academic grades and recommenda
tion of four professors, he was able to waive
the requirement of a Master's degree and
began working directly toward his Ph. D.
Arrangements were made with Burroughs to
allow him to work and attend lectures at the

hflajor Olynyk Cited by Army
WASHINGTON, D.C.—On 22 Novem
ber 1976, Major Stephen D. Olynyk, an
officer in the United States Army, was
awarded a special medal for his contribution
to the planning effort on the Army General
Staff.
Major Olynyk has been on the Army
General Staff at the Pentagon for over four
years. In 1971, he was graduated from a oneyear resident course at the US Army Com
mand and General Staff College in Fort
Leavenworth, Kan. Soon thereafter, he was
assigned to the Army General Staff where he
has served ever since. By law, officers,
including general officers, of the United
States Army are limited to a four-year term
of service on the Army General Staff at any
one time. In special cases, this term can be
extended for one additional year.
Major Olynyk. after having completed his
initial four years last August, was granted by
the Secretary of the Army a special exten
sion for one additional year on the Army
General Staff.
Major Olynyk (he is also a Lieutenant
Colonel in the U.S. Army Reserve), holds a
Ph.D. degree in political science from
Georgetown University, is the author of a
number of articles and special studies on
political and military topics, and was at one

Photo above shows Major General Sniffin congratulating Major Olynyk after awarding him
the medal at a special ceremony in the Pentagon.
time an active-member of the Ukrainian
student movement in the United States. He

is a member of the Washington. D.C.
Branch of the UNA.

Jerry I. Tustaniwsky
University.
Realizing the necessity of using computers
to solve complex engineering problems
Jerry, in the past few months, modified a
structual analysis program so it can be used
by fellow engineers at the corporation.
Jerry is an associate member of the
Scientific Research Society of North Ameri
ca, Sigma Xi. Full membership will be
granted him upon receiving a doctorate.
Burroughs Corporation helps him become
acquainted with other engineering profes
sionals by sending him to certain seminars
and conventions.
Jerry was born in Detroit. Mich, the son
of Wolodymyr and Sophie nee Zaplitnyj. He
attended the immaculate Conception Ukrainain School and later the Ukrainian High
School in Hamtramck, Mich. For a few
years he attended the Saturday School of
Ukrainian Subjects and was a member of
Ukrainian youth organizations Plast and
SUMA. Today he is senior-member of
SUMA's P. Oriyk branch here.
He is an avid sports enthusiast. He is
active in football, baseball, basketball,
hockey, swimming and skiing both on snow
and water. He played football on the
Ukrainian High School Team "Bengals" and
later for "the Tartars" of Wayne State
University.
Jerry is a member of UNA Branch 20 in
Detroit.
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Christmas In The Year 2076

EDITOR/A LS

by Roman J. Lysniak
"There is every reason to believe that the old haphazard and
unscientific methods of celebrating Christmas are slowly dying out and
that the Christmas of the future will be observed with a maximum of
efficiency and a minimum loss of energy.
"...The Christmas of the future will be a triumph of science over
waste... Shopping will not be the bedlam it is today. It will be controlled.
"...One of the worst psychological effects of Christmas on people is
the rage that follows when a person gives a friend a gift and thefriend
fails to reciprocate. This will be eliminated in the Christmas of the
future by the Declaration of Gift..."
(From "The Christmas of the Future" by American humorist Frank
Sullivan, written in 1933).

"...Fear not: For, behold, I bring you good tidings of great toy, which shall he to all
people, for unto YOU is horn this day in the city of David, a Saviour, which is Christ
the Lord. "
Drawing by Motria Chodnowska-Rakochy

viour's
History has averred that no other event in man's passage through time has had
such a profound effect on humanity as the birth of Christ the Saviour, a mundane
event that was the first confirmation of what the Almighty had predicted throught
the prophets.
It was this confirmation that elicited joy in the hearts and minds of mortals
trodding at that time on the edges of darkness and abyss.
For here the Lord was sending His only beloved son to earth, as He said He
would, to live the life of man, to suffer as man, to die as man, but to rise again from
the dead as God and to ascend to heaven as God, thus granting the oft ungrateful
mortals salvation and eternal life,
Man knew of His coming, yet doubted until the angels proclaimed His birth in
the humble abode in Bethlehem and the star led the meekest of men, the shepherds,
as well as the most powerful of men, the kings, to that village to greet and pay
homage to Him.
Now there was no doubt, now the prophecy had consummated, now there was
hope, now faith had triumphed and inexpressible joy abounded.
Each year for the past one thousand nine hundred and seventy six years that
mystical joy repeatedly fills the hearts of Christians the world over as we celebrate
the Christ-child's birth in the knowledge that the observance is a reaffirmation of
faith rewarded.
Perhaps more than others, our people have evolved a cycle of customs and
traditions that are permeated with this sense of faith coupled with joy over the birth
of Christ, symbolizing, as it does for us, the victory of good over evil. And again this
year, our joy here will be abetted by the knowledge that while our people in Ukraine
cannot see the first star on the horizon, they are awaking it with prayerful
anticipation as the herald of victory of good over the surrounding evil.
Let us all be one with them as we celebrate this great holy day and proclaim with
hope and conviction that.
KHRYSTOS R O Z H D A I E T S I A — C H R I S T IS BORN!

For a humorist, Sullivan was not a bad prophet. But then 5 1
humorists are, on the whole, excellent seers. Of course, Sullivan's 1
prophecy had not materialized for quite some time. A l s o , !
considering human limitations, he could not forsee many, many 1
aspects of the Christmas of the future, especially of the Christmas |
in the year 2076.
The winter of 2076 in Ukraine was a pleasant one. The Weather |
Control Bureau had allowed a light snow to fall and everyone was |
filled with the holiday spirit.
The start of the Christmas season had been postponed until I
November 7th of the Julian, or Old Style Calendar, to avoid |
conflict with the opening of the new control drive, but people of І
Ukraine weren't complaining, because they had been, for some |
time now, much better off than the people of all other nations of the і
world, and because there had been no winter at all the year before. I
So, instead of their customary three-month Christmas season, they I
had been given a two-month season.
Kiev, the capital of Ukraine. In a house the old woman listened to the purr of her
automated rocking chair and dreamed of the days, before the Trade Unions stopped it, when
private knitting had been permitted. Close by, a little girl gazed out the window at the white
polyester snow-flakes.
Suddenly, she turned to the old woman: "Grandmother," she said. "What was Christmas
like in Ukraine when you were a girl? Back in 1976?"
The old woman smiled a saddened smile.
"There was no Christmas in Ukraine then. Our country was under the rule of Communists,
who did not believe in God. That's why my parents left Ukraine and escaped to the United
States of America, where I was born in the city of New York. Oh, but I miss the old-fashioned
Ukrainian American Christmases more than anything else."
Then she slowed her rocker to five RPM's and began her story. "Mankind has forgotten
the real spirit of Christmas, "she said." My parents brought with them from Ukraine all the
wonderful customs and traditions of Christmas to America, where they were permitted to
observe them as they wished. And they did. Of course, there were many thousands of
Ukrainians who left Ukraine and came to America and other lands, like my folks, but
unfortunately some of them discarded observance of all the beautiful Ukrainian customs and
traditions soon after arrival.
"When I was a girl, the О
season didn't start mid December. We weren't issued
neo-plastifoam trees. We ce
eal aluminum trees from the forest and we had real
machine frozen watersnow-f
U..,, how I remember when my mother took me with her to
get pilled wheat, crushed pop ;eed and honey at Surma or Arka Ukrainian stores in New
York. From these, she made
which was the most important dish at Holy Supper on
Christmas Eve. We would decx ate our Christmas tree with religious scenes, St. Nicholas,
angels.
(Continued on page 10)
W-fcv-vsv-fc^

No Progress On Human Rights
While President Ford was at pains explaining the benefits of the Helsinki
Accords in a 187-page report issued last week, the fact of the matter is that as far as
the "Third Basket" is concerned there has been little or no progress.
The document cites the strides made in East-West cooperation in such areas as
science and technology, which, upon closer examination means that the Soviet
Union and its satellite countries are reaping benefits from Western know-how in
these fields in what is generally regarded as one-way street.
The report was guardedly optimistic, probably for tactical reasons, in stating that
the Ford Administration found "limited progress" in the area of human rights. In
reality, however, the very commission created by law earlier this year to monitor
violations of human rights in the USSR and its satellites was barred from traveling
to these areas. It will be regrettably recalled that Mr. Kissinger was one of the
persons involved in barring that travel
It is hoped that next year when a review on the compliance with the Helsinki
Accords is made in Belgrade in the course of a special conference slated to meet
there, such groups as the Kiev based committee will be consulted by committees
here and elsewhere in the free world to assess real progress on human rights in the
USSR, and that appropriate conclusions for future policy be drawn from that
assessment.

Lines Drawn At U.N.
By formally placing a document concerning \iolations of human rights in the
USSR on the agenda of the United Nations. Chile challenged both the Soviet
Union and that international body to reph to л о т е crucial question:. In wh:u was
the first action of its kinds at the U.N., Chile cited, among its documentation, a
memorandum of the W o i d Congress of Free Ukrainians on religious persecution
addressed last spring to Dr Waldheim. To be sure, in the eves of world public
opinion. Chile max not have the best image on the question of human rights but it
do; - :нч even come close to the heinous record of Moscow. We fee! that u ;s hi;m
nine ; heir the Soviet Union be called on the carpet. And і he self-righteous L'.N. had
o e u c yno^ї6c that cuvpe.

The Gift
by Martha Baczynsky
Ще? He found himself in a rundown, shabby the priest and three boys.
g± part of town. He checked the address against
"Ah, you must be Mr. Ryan," said the
^ t h e glimmer of a street lamp. St. Mary's priest as the young man approached him.
^ C h u r c h , the paper read, 65 North St. He "I'm, Father Jerome. We were busy here and
^ ^ walked on, pulling up the collar of his coat Г think I overlooked the time."
^ a g a i n s t the damp cold of the night.
Ryan saw that the priest and the boys were
JjK The small church stood slightly away putting up a manger near the alter.
from the street, surrounded by a wooden
The priest was a small, thin man with a
^E/fence. Two pines, tall and proud guarded its drawn face, dominated by thick eyebrows,
^^entrance. Even in the dark, they looked out from under which glowed a pair of bright
^ of place here with their haughtly richness. eyes. His voice was gentle, yet firm.
^ ) T h e rectory, like all the other houses on the
"They held up nicely, father," said the
^\ street, seemed to sag in dispair, its a dead biggest boy, holding up the figurines.
w s t a r e upon the mist.
"Not much paint chipped off." He finger
ifc^ Thomas Ryan rang the bell of the rectory ed the statuette of Joseph. "Next year
^ a n d heard it resounding through the house though we'll have to have Eddie paint them
^Nin a drawn out wail. No one answered. He again."
6=1 turned and made his way toward the church. "They look fine Marty, they look fine.
W
Ryan was a young man, perhaps in his You better finish up lads, its getting late and
p e a r l y twenties. He was tall, well dressed, and we still have time tomorrow before Christ
^p his carriage and manner suggested confi- mas Eve. I have things to talk about with
^ d e n c e , nay, arrogance. Unsuspecting, Mr. Mr. Ryan, here." The priest turned to the
Ai^Ryan was soon to learn a valuable lesson in alter, crossed himself, and taking the
^-"'humility.
younger man by the arm walked him toward
ФГ, Fie opened the church do:)r, which loudu the pew.
.Л proclaimed the disturbance with many
"Now, Mr, Ryan, how can I help you?"
i C creaks, and stepped inside The dampness о/
"Гт :: newspaper man father. It's almost
i ^ t h e night dwelt here also, en\doping in its - Christina:, лг;е Гт after as::.:-;, appropriate
^ misty embrace the worn wcoden pews, and I for this season Someone told me I could
^ c r a w l i n g along the walls tcward the faded j lino a sto^y here/
, picture-, depicting the Station:, of The Сгоьл. - '"Christmas is not a season here my friend.
1^' \L\\L to the door a lonely candle danced with І І: і І ? ho,/ ca\. Ar for a sf ;y ' rrink you've
^ b i . v r . ' e increments. Near :h: alter Ryan saw , been fn's-ee'. ^eo-ie h - -^ Л ґ ? poor, the
^ w ^

r

^ ^ ^

-v3sk-
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Senior Citizens

Corner

by Marion K. Burbella
Ukrainian senior citizens: you are precious! Thank you from the bottom of my Ukrainian
heart for your responses to the first senior citizens column which appeared in the November
28th issue of The Ukrainian Weekly.
As a freshman senior citizen and writer of this column, I have much to learn and I look
forward to your communications, your sharing and your helping in making possible,
through this column, a long-overdue, strong Ukrainian Senior Citizens Organization.
Have you wondered how this column came into being? Rest assured, I have wondered even
more. We owe it all to the gift of foresight on the part of the editor of The Weekly. When the
subject was broached to me, I could only ask, "What can I possibly write about in such a
column when Hive all alone in what I call the Carpathian Mountains in Northern New Jersey
where there is no Ukrainian community?"
"It could be," was the reply, "that ther are others in similar circumstances who would
welcome an opportunity to voice their opinions on the subject of senior citizens in just such a
column." He was right. You have already voiced your opinions.
Judging from the mail I received at home, as well as from the mailforwarded tome by the
editor, my question in the first senior citizens column, " Who are these Ukrainian senior
citizens?" evoked a response that both surprised and pleased me. I had planned to
concentrate on the oganization's resolutions and the progress of the Committee of Five.
However, in view of the incoming mail, I feel that before moving on to other topics, we can
pause momentarily while a little more is said about those perservering, truly heroic early
Ukrainian immigrants who, despite gargantuan obstacles and with superhuman sacrifices,
laid the cornerstone in America and Canada of what is today proclaimed across our lands as
Ukrainian community.
From a full-page story that appeared recently in the Miami Herald, sent to me by Anna
Fedorek of Bayonne, N.J., the paper noted, "Early immigrants worked in the Pennsylvania
coalfields, the iron ore regions of Minnesota and Michigan, the farmlands of Nebraska and
the Dakotas and thousands were caught up in the industrialization of the Northeast and
Midwest. And many settled in Canada, to farm and to work on the Canadian-Pacific
railroad. One of the latter was a man named McKay. Actually, he was a Ukrainian who
acquired his McKay identity because he took the place of a Scotsman, McKay, and it was
easier to call McKay than Granskowksy. After three generations of McKay, Miami-based
grandson Gordon McKay has changed his name to Yurko and has made tentative moves to
go back to the old last name."
Ukrainian heritage resurrected in the third generation!
In the words of Mary Andreyko of Walker Valley, N. Y., "our early immigrants worked up
to 16 hours a day, at S10 to S20 a week, had no unions, were exploited and discriminated
against in an Anglo-Saxon oriented society. While they struggled for an existence, they
remembered their kin back home and contributed to funds that were constantly sought: for
the disabled Sichovi Striltsi (Ukrainian Sich Rifleman), war oprhans, military
organizations, village schools, etc."
When writing the history of the Bayonne church, the one sentence that has remained with
me to this very day poignantly pinpoints the caliber of these early immigrants. "During the
winter of 1916-17, the Orpheum Theatre was rented at S50per month and converted into a
Ukrainian church. After a long and hard day's work, the parishioners gathered in the
unheated building to plaster gaping holes in the walls, replace rotted boards and broken
windows. Those who worked tell of how the plaster froze to their hands."
In the 1920's, the flow of immigrants from Ukraine brought university students who,
several years earlier, had interrupted their studies to fight for Ukraine's independence...and
won that independence. Their plight was not better for they were caught up in the Great
Depression of the 1930's. However, many of them persevered and by intellect and hard work
have left their footprints in the sands of success.
(Continued on page 10)

church is poor, and the story here is to get by
from day to day."
"Father look at the tree," called out the
youngest of the boys, carrying a small tree
from the vestry. "Feel the branches father,
how thick they are." The boy was perhaps
nine or ten years old. His face was almost
pretty, his body lithe.
"They certainly are Paul," replied the
priest. "Careful how you handle it lad," he
cautioned. "Now Mr. Ryan, like I said..."
But Ryan was looking at the remarkable
way the boys were securing the tree. Their
movements were delicate, almost loving.
They frequently smiled, inhaling the fresh
piny smell of the tree.
"They're good workers, these kids," he
said.
"Aye, they're good lads. They're from our
home down the street. It's not a big place but
we do the best we can. They're all..."
"We've finished father, at least for today.
The rest we'll do tomorrow," the oldest boy
announced.
"Thank you lads. Take your jackets and
Paul you put out the light "
The priest walked towai d the door follow
ed by the two boys. Ryan watched as the boy
called Paul knelt before the figure of Christ
Child and pulling out a folded handkerchief
covered the figurine.
"It's pietty cold heie huh?" asked Ryan
behind the bov's back
"Yes sir," icphed the child, without
moving, "but I cover him up so that the mice
4
or't nibble, ct cart him away, on account
that he's so small They can't take Joseob 01
the kings, ЛСУ^С Ьіц. but He\

-cal tim
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Carol of The Bells
(Part 1)
A very long time ago there lived a swal
low. It wasn't just an ordinary swallow but
one that could talk.
According to ancient Ukrainian beliefs
domestic animals and fowl were endowed
with the gift of speech on Christmas and
New Year's Eve. And this is the story of a
carol, originally called "Shchedryk" (from
"shchedryi" meaning "bountiful") depicting
a very talkative swallow bringing cheerful
tidings of prosperity for a master of the
house.
The setting for this joyous occasion and
the time this carol was traditionally sung is
not Christmas proper but New Year's Eve
and, in some parts of Ukraine, Epiphany
Eve. Therefore "Shchedryk" is actually not a
Christmas carol ("koliadka"), but a New
Year's carol or an Epiphany carol ("shchedrivka").
Alexander Koshetz in his lectures at
Columbia University in 1941 had noted that
the "shchedrivky" supplemented the "koliadky" as New Year's greetings, and that
these New Year's carols are shorter and less
developed melodically with ancient intervals "
of a second or third. In his opinion the
"shchedrivky" are of pagan origin, almost
untouched by Christianity and are filled
with curious symbolism in the wishing of
good fortune for the new year.
Deceptive Simplicity
Musically the original "Shchedryk" is
archaically plain. It is hardly a melody in the
contemporary sense, just an undeveloped
folk motif built on the interval of the minor
third.

Using this ancient motif as the point of
The boy stood up and witnout looking at ^ |departure, the Ukrainian compsoer Mykola
Ryan, walked toward the door.
і ^ Leontovych created a highly original choral
Ryan fingered his hat. The child appealed ^ у miniature for mixed voices a capella. The
to him; his thoughtfulness, his seriousness, ^ ^original motif provided Leontovych with a
distinctly accentuated flavor for his choral
his vague sadness. It figures, the sadness part
that is, thought Ryan, the kid has no real s apiece; while giving life to the new formation
home. Hey Ryan, his ego said, its almost ^ ^ the motif lost its static character,
Christmas, give the kid a treat, take him to a
movie with his pals. It's a good deed, a ( f The composer developed the motifs basic
Christmas gift and maybe a story all wraped t ^traits, made an "enlargement" of the little
up in one. Ryan grinned, patting himself on ^ ^original at the same time defining its
the back.
( ^rhythmic and melodic properties more
"Say Paul" called Ryan, stopping the .distinctly. But in the same process the
boys outside the church. "What do you say I ^ f composer provided completely new values
treat you to a movie tomorrow. Father here, , k of polyphonic voicing and harmony typical
won't mind, I'm sure. After tnat we can talk ^ o f himself resulting in a unique combination
about you and maybe you'll get your names (^\ of ancient and modern musical thinking.
in the paper."
"Mr. Ryan,''1 the priest began.,
World Journey Begins
T h a t ' s all right father," said Paul. ^
"Thanks sir, but we have a big day tomor
Koshetz premiered "Shchedryk" in Kiev
row. Tomorrow's Christmas Eve, you know. ^
і 1916 and later introduced the carol to
Why don't you come to the home and he?p us k ^ Western Europe and to America with his
trim the tree, and sing. 1 think you must have ^ U k r a i n i a n Republican (National) Chorus,
a good voice and we sure need help with (."
caroling."
^
In his memoirs Koshetz stated the "ShcheI "OkcW tnthci HI take 'hem HOW." a dark jf dryk" was the most successful item on these
j .shape materialised into a man a ushered j | extensive tours. Critics groped for superlaJ the bo4 N mto the uieet. Then goodnignts ^ tives. In his study about Koshetz's chorus,
| мир thiough the empt\ stillness
^ the eminent Czech musicologist Zdenek
' b7,:ce bovs but \ou can't ttust them at :ajk Nejedly was amazed at the way Leontovych
I night, nuh lather." c aic Ryan, somehow hurt ^ w a s able to create an artistic work of
oy tbe ' t'. зі r\ his geneious offer
^ unparalleled internal mobility from just one
"I .vould tru^ 'hem wuh my life, but I ^ poor motif.
(an і . uV ..hem with thens They can't see,
V' k\..j. , hevie bund "
-A Following the Koshetz concerts m Pans,
л.чч ^ ^ r v ,м. ".he -'op^ ,ckled ^ scholar^ at the St I udwig's Vocal School m
Tin
^ j iRUan 1921 translated "Shchedryk" nto
^ n t n і unti p^ifo'med 'he caiol with iheu
"^ ^h^'i - Kosh:t/ while aarn tting the sound

performances of this and other works in
their original form. This attitude he was to
maintain with later English remakes of his
own settings.
To America
Brought to America in 1922 by Koshetz,
"Shchedryk" was performed here in its
original form until 1936. That year an
English remake, musically faithful to the
original, made its entrance. The setting for
mixed chorus introduced, however, a new
text, bypassing the swallow's message and
featuring bells as the messengers of good
cheer. Anounced as "Carol of the Bells,"
while not a translation, the piece still
transmitted much of the originally intended
spirit of gladness and joy. The author of the
new text was Peter J. Wilhousky, born in
1902 in Passaic, N.J., educated in New York
and active there as educator, conductor and
arranger.
Wilhousky's decision to maintain the
original music rather than text is typical of
several other English versions of Ukrainian
songs. A close translation of folk poetry is
difficult in itself (history shows this), but if
the new text is also expected to accompany
the original melody, results can be disast
rous.
And in Wilhousky's case the unusual
subtlety of Leontovych's music demanded
metrically and phonetically close-fitting
lyrics. These were written successfully but at
the expense of the original semantics.

ІЇРЬРРГ
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East Owes West
A part of Henry Kissinger's concept of
detente was to link the Eastern bloc of
nations to the West via a series of trade and
cooperation agreements.
This would facilitate easier disarmament
agreements and make war between the
Communist and non-Communist powers
less likely because of developed interdepen
dence, said Lloyd Shearer in one of his
recent syndicated columns "Intelligence
Report."
As a result of detente, Eastern Europe
now owes the Western nations approxi
mately S30 billion. Over the past several
years. Western loans have been responsible
for the largest transfer in history of techno
logy, expertise, and capital goods to the
East.
Is this good or bad?
Lord Chalfont, Britain's former disarma
ment minister, thinks it's not so hot. "We are
now in the bizarre situation," he recently
wrote, "in which Western economic aid to
the Soviet Union enables its government to
escape the immediate consequences of its
own industrial and economic shortcomings,
and at the same time to continue to devote
substantial resources to the military sector.
"The West is engaged in a curious process
^f icscuing irom its own economic incompe
tence ^ regime A hose principal aims of
foreign \ obc\ include .he ultimate destruc
tion Of 14 . rtUuois "
Will Presides '"иісі leverse or modify
Kbsingu ^ ь \ 1 uetente? If so. with
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Tis the Season to Be Jolly.
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With Christmas just around the corner, the Ukrainian
National
Association's executive committee held an informal get-together
between
officers of the stock brokerage firms located in UNA's Ukrainian Building
and leading Ukrainians in the business world. The reception, which was
catered by Walter Kwas, Soyuzivka
manager and his staff was held
Wednesday, December 15, in the UNA Building.
Attending the party from companies housed in Soyuz's building were J.
Louis Barail, senior vice-president of Weeden and Co., Donald J. Devine,
chairman of the board of Freeman Securities, John T McErllean, president
of Freeman, Rob Bluestone, broker at Freeman, and Lenard Mayer of Mayer
and Schwietzer.
Among the Ukrainian financial experts present were: John J. Kuziw,
Daniel J. Protz, Steve Ник, Helen G, Kulik, Paul Chayka, Borden Osmak,
John Procyk Jr., Michael J. Metrinko, Walter Bacad, Joseph Smindak, Dr. Bohdan
Kekish, William Modrako, and Peter Paluch.

4 H 4 4

This was the first meeting of its kind to be held between Ukrainian and nonUkrainian business and finance experts to be hosted by the UNA.

UNA'S tenants visit the reception, standing left to right, are J. Louis Barail, Joseph
Lesawyer, Daniel J. Devine, Ulana Diachuk, and John T. McErllean.

At the UNA reception, left to right, William Modrako, Steve Huk, Michael J Metrinko
John Procyk and Walter Sochan.

Helen J. Kulik talks with Steve Huk, while Stefan Harysz, back to camera, exchanges ideas
with John Kuziw and M. Metrinko.

John Flis, center, chats with, left to right, John J. Kuziw, Len Mayer, Michael Metrinko, and
John Procyk.
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Amalrik Receives Freedom Award From
Human Rights Group In New York

Standing left to right, are: Mrs. Mary Dushnyck, Andrei Amalrik, Pavel Litvinov,
Borys Potapenko, Gyuzel Amalrik, and Dr. Walter Dushnyck.
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Andrei Amalrik,
the well-known Russian dissident-historian
and author "Will the Soviet Union Survive
Until 1984?" who spent some five years in
concentration camps in the USSR and was
finally allowed to go to the West, was the
recipient of a Freedom Award from the
International League for Human Rights on
Thursday, December 9, here.
Earlier the same day, he held a press
conference, at which he said that strong and
persistent independent movements exist in
Central Asia, Ukraine and the Baltic States.
The award ceremony included remarks by

the hostess, Mrs. Carol Hauseamen, Jerome
J, Shestack, president of the League;
founder Roger Baldwin, Mrs. Clive Barnes,
who read a message from Arthur Miller,
Pavel Litvinov, who introduced Mr. Amal
rik, and Robert L. Berstein, president of
Random House Publishers, who presented
the award.
In his acceptance speech Mr. Amalrik
spoke about his new philosophy of human
ism and denounced the prevalent lawless
ness in the USSR.
Among the guests were Dr. Walter and
Mrs. Mary Dushyck, editor of "The Ukrain

ian Quarterly" and Vice-President of the
Ukrainian National Association, respec
tively, and Borys Potapenko from the
Ukrainian Information Center in New York
City. They had an opportunity to speak to
both Mr. Amalrik and his artist wife,
Gyuzel, a Kazan Tatar by origin, Mr.
Litvinov, Dr. Valery Chalidze and others.
Messrs. Amalrik and Litvinov said that
the nationality problem in the USSR is very
important and explosive, while Mrs. Amal
rik informed that the dissident movement in
Ukraine is very strong and that heaviest
arrests are also in Ukraine.

^fc^fc^fc^fc^fc^fc^^tt^fc^tt^

"Si-lent Night, Si-lent Night..."
A Friendly Visit

n

rz fibers of the e\e'imve boards V the Ukraiiticn Г г -ina? As^O'^s.'w f
-GViQjL'^c' ЛЬЬ^СЇРІІОГЇ of UkisuniaiV Cattiolics т.?г г,к ^ivu?', l ^ k u ^ ^ a ^ u ^ ^
! isfSfla't December 14, fo? an ?AU'vnoon of inforraas i?Aks about :ЇЗ1О"Ч^ . ri mm
ommunity life. The Г ч л hosts aiso look the "Providence" \ b?tv4 a on a toizr oi \he Ї ^ t o r )
'ІГІУСІН'-Є, including a ^op at the Svoboda editorial offices. Seated abcvi .лч bit ir, right,
Stefan Hawrysz, UNA Supreme Organizer; Mrs. Stephanie Wortec:., "Providence"
Supreme Treasure; Joseph Lesawyer, UNA Supreme President, Bohdan Kaianiwsky,
"Providence" Supreme Secretary; and Walter Sochan, UNA Supreme Secretary.

Ohodnowvka-Rakochy
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Donated American Book Turns
Up In Ukraine 30 Years Later
KENNEW1CK, W a s h . - T h i r t y years
after he donated a book of fairy tales to
an overseas book drive, Claude O'Brien has
received a thank you note from a Ukrainian
engineer who's using it to learn English.
"The sentiments of friendship and bro
therhood will be always, not withstanding of
a policy of the governments," wrote Oleh
Korol, who lives in Ukrainian village of
Volytsia'.
In the letter, which begins, "Dear un
known American friend," Korol 24, explain
ed that while looking for books at the library
to improve his English, he found "a thick,
green book" Grimm's "Fairy Tales" that
contained O'Brien address on the flyleaf.
"I am pleasantly surprised, that the men in
the whole world are so benevolent and welldisposed," Korol said of discovering that the
book was the gift of an American. "Many
thanks to good human nature."
The letter, written November 2nd, arrived
at O'Brien's childhood address in Spokane,
Wash., on November 16th and was forward
ed to him by relatives a few days latter.

"After finishing school, where I had
learned French, I decided to acquire know
ledge of English," wrote Korol. "I am
reading Polish, Czech, Slovakian, French
and English books.
"I wanted to ask you for the book 'Song of
Hiawatha,' the admirable thing by Longfel
low," Korol said. He also said he would send
O'Brien a copy of classic Ukrainian stories.
O'Brien said he plans to write to Korol
and that teachers in Kennewick and Spo
kane have offered to donate copies of the
Longfellow work. "I'm hoping to get a
complete copy of the works of Longfellow to
send," he said.
"I don't really know how the book got to
Ukraine," said O'Brien, a 42-year-old high
school teacher. "I vaguely recall that in 1945
there was a school drive for books for
Europe. That's the only possible way I know
of."
Korol, who works at a telegraphic plant,
said he graduated from a polytechnical
institute in Ukraine in 1975. The son of a
teacher, he said he was married last year and
has a son named Bohdan.

m^m^m^m^im^^^

Wonders About Sheltered
Led by Soviet
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.-In a letter to
the editor of the San Francisco Chronicle,
John Switalski marveled at the sheltered life
led by Soviet reporters and their lack of
knowledge about what is in the hearts of the
different peoples in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Switlaski was commenting on an
interview between George Williamson of the
Chronicle and Alexei Morozov of TASS, in
which the Soviet correspondent said: "In my
life I haven't encountered a true complaint
against the (Soviet) government."
"What a sheltered existence Soviet report
ers must have," said Mr. Switalski in the
paper's December 2nd edition. "Never to
have heard of the relentless Russification of

Life
Reporters

subject Ukrainian, Armenians, Lithuanians,
Latvians, Estonians, etc., by near total
suppression of non-Russian languages in
education, radio and TV programs, etc., and
ruthless persecution of minority independ
ence groups."
Mr. Switalski also wondered how the
TASS reporter did not hear about the case
of Valentyn Moroz.
He concluded by saying that since the
Soviet government pays Morozov's car
expenses, hotels and a S600 monthly salary,
"Williamson should have suggested that
Morozov spend S2.00 for a copy of Amnesty
International's "Prisoners of Conscience in
the USSR."

N.Y. Times Critic
Praises Taissa
NEW YORK, N.Y.— Taissa Bohdanska's
piano recital debut here at the Carnegie
Recital Hall Thursday, December 2, was
praised by Raymond Ericson of The New
York Times in the Sunday, December 5,
edition of the daily.
Mrs. Bohdanska, an instructor at the
Ukrainian Music Institute, has performed in
many concerts, including Newark, New
York, Rochester and Toronto.
For the past four years, she has coached
with Seymour Bernstein of New York.
Mrs. Bohdanska's concert was sponsored
by the Ukrainian Music Institute of America
and the New York Regional Council of the
Ukrainian National Women's League of
America.
Below is Mr. Ericson's review as it
appeared in the N.Y. Times of December
5th:
Taissa Bohdanska is a Ukrainian-born
pianist who studied in her native land and in
в^а^тл^^ьл^^^

BROCKPORT, N.Y., Dec. 15.—Renata
Babak, Ukrainian mezzo-soprano formerly
with the Lviv and Bolshoi Operas, is
appearing in Brockport College's Holiday
Concert with the Brockport Symphony and
the Rochester Ballet Theater Saturday and
Sunday, December 18-19.
Miss Babak defected to Canada from the
Soviet Union in 1973 while she was touring
Milan, Italy, with the Bolshoi. Since then
she has appeared in concerts across the

To S e c r e t a r i e s a n d Organizers
Of the UNA
Q і 3 w L 1 9 7 6 M e m b e r s h i P Campaign ends December
з і , 197b therefore we will accept applications of
new members only to December 31, 1976.
W e ur
ge you to make every effort to fulfill your
quota and mail in your applications early enough to
reach the Home Office by December 31, 1976.

І
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United States and Canada.
The Rochester Ballet Theater is joining
the Symphony to present the second act of
the Nutcracker Ballet.
Today's concert at the Brockport High
School is scheduled for 2:00 and 8:00 p.m.
The Ukrainian Community Fine Arts
Committee and Brockport College sponsor
ed a reception for Miss Babak prior to the
performance. The Rochester Savings Bank
is staging a reception after the performances.

NOTICE
To U.N.A. Members
and Branches
Members and Branches of the Ukrainian National As
sociation arc hereby notified that with the ending of
its fiscal year the Home Office of U.N.A. must close
its accounts and deposit in banks all money received
from Branches

No Later Than Л ooia.
of DECEMBER 31,1976
Money received later cannot be credited to 1976.
Therefore we appeal to all members of the U.N.A. to
pay their dues this month as soon as possible and all
Branches to remit their accounts and money in time
to be received by the Home Office no later than noon
of FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31,1976.
Notice is hereby given that Branches which send
their dues late will be shown as delinquent and in
arrears on the annual report.
U.N.A. HOME OFFICE

|

BOOMERANG:

|

The Works of Valentyn Moroz

і Is now available at the Svoboda Bookstore

j The 295page book, edited by Yaroslav Bihun with an introduc
tion by Paul L. Gasper, contains:
і
"A Report from the Beria Reservation"
1
"Amid the Snows"
I
"A Chronicle of Resistance''
"Moses and Dathan" (a resume)
Moroz's poems and protest letters to Soviet
authorities
Documents in his case, appeals on his behalf, poetry
and articles dedicated to him

NOTICK
Ї

Bohdonska

Vienna and has been living in Newark since
1952. She has been a teacher at the Ukrain
ian Music Institute of America for the last 24
years. On Thursday, she made her New York
recital debut at Carnegie Recital Hall.
Miss Bohdanska should be a good teac
her, because her pianistic ideas are sound. In
Beethoven's E flat Sonata (Op. 31, No. 3)
and shorter works by Bach, Schubert and
Mendelssohn, she articulated scale passages
clearly, sang out the melodies strongly, and
shaped phrases carefully. She had consider
able finger dexterity, but her playing was
unfortunately beset with memory and finger
slips and the need to slow down for tricky
passages.
Her program included Kolessa's Sonatina
on Ukrainian Folk Tunes and three Kosenko works, among them a Ukrainian Folk
Song in E minor. They were conventional
but attractive pieces enhanced by the fine
folk melodies.

ВаЬак Appears in Brockport
College's Holiday Concert

Christmas in The Year 2076
(Continued from page 6)
"Back in the 1970's, shopping was such fun then, too. That was before nations of the world
agreed upon and passed the Compulsory Spending Act. We could give the loved ones and
friends whatever we wanted. Mostly, we gave sentimental gifts. The most popular were the
lovely holiday selections the liquor stores put up. We could buy wonderful cards, too,
depicting people and scenes from Ukrainian history, religious life and folklore. And then, of
course there were other kinds. They had nice Christmas messages on them, like 'We wish you
were here today - you took the keys to the automobile. Now we aren't merry.' Of course, even
then some people considered cards with pictures of stars, angels, churches and little rhymes
as humourous one. Oh, yes, it was a marvelous time. And all newspapers and magazines put
out special issues filled with nothing but greetings and advertisements that weighted ten
Kilograms."
"But the most exciting time was on Christmas Eve. We ate twelve dishes and, afterwards
tne grown-ups got a little stoned and the young ones were allowed to have the car so they
could go caroling with a record player. They played traditional carols like Jingle Bell Rock
^nd Silent Yeh, Yeh, Yeh, man, Night. Sometimes even Rozveselimsia VsL.(A 11 Rejoice)
nd Po Vsiomu Svitu...(Joyful Tidings), or Dzvony (Christmas Bells)...it was just
J
onderful!"
4 wonder, "the little girl said, "why things have changed so much."
Well, my dear, for one thing," the old woman said, turning her rocking chair back to
ormal cruising speed, "in those days, Christmas only came once a year."
And then the old woman started to hum her own version of an American carol which she
arned in her childhood:"...And on the 30th day of Christman...HO, HO-HO. H-O-O-O "
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I Price: S5.75 (hardbound), S3.75 (softbound)
| New Jersey residents add 5Vo sales tax
у
Svoboda Bookstore
jc
30 Montgomery Street
II
_
Jersey City, N.J. 07302
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Miami Ukrainians: Foster Heritage and Hope For Freedom of Native Land
Over the past several years various newspapers across the United States and Canada have discovered the uniqueness of the Ukrainian
communities in those two countries and carried articles about life of Ukrainians on the North American continent. The following article
appeared in the Sunday, November 21 edition of The Miami Herald. Penned by Ena Naunton, a staff writer for The Herald, it was entitled
"Ukrainian Americans in Miami: Holding On to Heritage" The article began with Taras Shevchenko's "Absorb all cultures, but forget not
your own." Three photographs were printed along with the story, one depicting afoursome from the Ukrainian Dancers of Miami consisting
of Hany a Maksymowich, Chris Dmytriw, Andrew Gelembyr, and Michale Dmytriv, and others of Ted Maksymowich, president of the
Ukrainian American Club, and Nathalie Ann Sydor, president of the Ukrainian American Students Club at the University of Miami and
"Miss Miami 1976." A map of Ukraine was also displayed. The daily also included a recipe for Ukrainian "varenyky" submitted by Kay
Hodvisky.
Gordon McKay, 25, changed his first
name to Yurko, which, in Ukrainian, means
"George," and he is learning to play the 32string, lute-like bandura.
Anna Maksymowich, 18, would rather be
addressed as "Hanya," and sings in Ukrain
ian haunting melodies of the land of the
Kozaks and the Dnieper River, which she
has never seen.
Nostalgia and the growing practice of
young Americans to identify with their
family roofs in far-off lands have prompted
Gordon and Anna to change their names
and steep themselves in the history, music
and language of their ancestors.
For Yurko and Hanya, and about 3,000
other Miami residents, the roots are in
Ukraine, a 232,046 square-mile land of vast
wheat prairies, once called "the breadbasket
of Europe."
No "The"
Ukraine (only westerners give it the
definite article, calling it "the Ukraine"
rather like saying "the Kentucky") is home
to about 47 million people, more than any
other Eastern European country.
It is one of the і 5 federal republics that
form the Soviet Union and is one of the only
two of them (the other is Byelorussia) to
have its own seat in the United Nations.
There, its representative, according to a
London Daily Telegraph report, "simply
provides an extra, automatic vote for Soviet
proposals...Ukraine has no place at all in
world affairs, while nations only a 10th the
size have diplomatic missions to represent
their interests in all the capitals of the
world."
Resentment of this situation and a centu
ries-long history of invasion and conquest of
Ukrainian lands by outsiders, ranging
through Mongols, Lithuanians, AustroHungarians (during the Hapsburgs' joint
empire), Poles, Russians (Ukraine was "little
Russia" under the Tsars, Leninists, Stali
nists and a continuing rule from Moscow, all
form a bond of political interest for the 1.5
million Ukrainian Americans in the United
States.

Ukrainian American Students Club at UM.
Although for three years there were enough
students to put their own float into the UM
Homecoming parade, they had no float this
year - although Nathalie was in the parade
as Miss Miami.
Club activities are less ambitious because
the number of members has dropped to
about six,but Nathalie said they will con
tinue to cook Ukrainian food and wear
costumes for a number of international
events at the university, relying upon the
support of the older members of the Ukrain
ian American community in Miami to keep
going.
Nathalie's parents, both physicians, were
born in Ukraine. Dr. Paul Sydor is a general
surgeon and Dr. Julia Sydor is a pediatri
cian. Both now live and practice medicine in
Chicago. They have taken their children
several times to the Soviet Union.
Nathalie described Ukraine as "a very
beautiful country with a lot of architectural
and historical treasures...but the living
conditions are substandard and not compar
able to ours."

vania coalfields, the iron ore regions of
Minnesota and Michigan, the farmlands of
Nebraska and the Dakotas and thousands
were caught up in the industrialization of the
Northeast and Midwest. And many settled
in Canada, to farm and to work on the
Canadian-Pacific railroad.
One of the latter was Yurko McKay's
grandfather, whose last name was Granskowsky and who came by a Scottish name in
a curious way.
"He took the place of a man named
McKay on the railroad," said Yurko, who
worked at Soyuzivka for several summers.
"And he figured it was easier to call McKay
than Granskowsky," and so McKay it
became, for three generations, although
Yurko has made some tentative moves to go
back to the old last name.
Yurko's parents spoke Ukrainian and he
speaks a little. Born in Brandon, just outside
Winnipeg, Canada, which has a large
Ukrainian settlement, Yurko came to Miami
with his parent 20 years ago.
"We didn't know anyone here and the first
thing they looked up in the phone book
when we got here was 'Ukrainian,' " said
Yurko. His parents found the Ukrainian
American Club and, said Yurko, "this is
where I grew up."
Prosperous Club
The Plain but prosperous little club,
which owns outright its building, valued on
the Dade tax rolls at S42,281 and recently
embellished with S40,000 worth of extra
rooms and modernization (all paid for), is
headquarters for about 250 permanent
members and hundreds of Ukrainians who
pass through Miami, especially during the
winter season.
One recent Saturday night, 100 members
of a Ukrainian American Church in New
Jersey were there for a dance, the compara
tively sedate western two-stepping enlivened
by the stamping, kicking, swirling of the
brilliantly costumed Ukrainian Dancers of
Miami.
Ted Maksymowich, president of the club,
who said his knees "gave out from dancing in
the Junior Orange Bowl Parade" but still
can handle the crouch-step dancing for the
occasional wedding when "everybody has to
dance," recalled his own early days in
Miami.
"My mother and father and I came here in
1941 and there were only a couple of other
Ukrainian families then," he said. "Within a
few seasons, the Ukrainians who came to
Miami started having get-togethers in
homes and the club was chartered in 1946."
They moved to their present headquarters in
i960. "And now we own it, lock, stock and
barrel," said Maksymowich.

Defense Action

Maksymowich is enormously proud of his
choir and says that the music "gives me what
I suppose the young folks would call a
'high'."
The other religious community for Ukra
inians in Miami is St. Nicholas Ukrainian
Orthodox Church at 1491 NW 26th St.,
where services are in the Ukrainian langu
age, which the Soviets have spent years
trying to destroy or relegate to a dialect and
which many young Ukrainian Americans
have spoken from infancy.
The current Miss Miami, Nathalie Ann
Sydor, 19, remembers Saturday mornings in
Chicago, spent "rather reluctantly" with her
brother, Alex, at the Ukrainian schools
where the children were taught the history,
culture, songs and language of their parents'
Glad to Study Ukrainian

She is also deeply aware of suppression of
a Ukrainian desires for independence,
recalling that last year "hundreds of thou
sands of Ukrainians (in the U.S.) sent all
kinds of letters to congressmen" seeking help
in trying to release from prison a University
of Kiev student who was sentenced to nine
years at hard labor "simply for making the
statement that he was proud to be a Ukrain
ian."
Such concern on the part of a young
Ukrainian American contrasts strongly with
the opinion of Longin Hodivsky, former
president of the Ukrainian American Club,
who came to the U.S. in 1928 when he was
20.
"The young generation never will be," said
Hodivsky, who still has the useless title to his
family's Ukrainian farmlands that were
confiscated by the Soviets.
In contrast to his own generation, who
speak with some bitterness of the poor grain
crops in Ukraine since Josef Stalin introduc
ed collective farming, Hodivsky implied that
second generation Ukrainian Americans are
interested only in "songs and dancing," but
otherwise are "imbued with American
culture, language and education."

"Now I am happy I went through it,
because it is the kind of knowledge that is
Another strong bond is language, culture
hard to acquire at university," said Nathalie,
and friendship of the kind that has comfor
a senior at the University of Miami, studying
ted millions of immigrants to America.
Russian, French and Spanish for a bache
"We find the same language and interests
lor's in modern languages.
Hopes for Independence
with these people who were bom here. We
"Here in Miami, the Ukrainian com
But to Nathalie Sydor, the beautiful
treat them like brothers and sisters," said
munity is relatively small," she said. "But in
larger cities, such as Chicago and New York, " costumes, the singing and dancing are only
Veronica Cehelsky, sitting with her hus
there are an extensive number of clubs and frosting on the cake of being a Ukrainian
band, Dr. George Cehelsky, in the Ukrain
three or four big Ukrainian churches taking American.
ian American Club at 3595 NW 35th St.
"One of the main purposes of these
up whole city blocks."
The Cehelskys were among about 125,000
Close ties with an aunt and uncle, Mr. and cultural exhibits and things like that is to
Ukrainians who formed the last major wave
Mrs. Nicholas Rakush, who live in. Miami. inform Americans about the actual status of
of immigrants, in 1948-51. These were
led to Nathalie's first year at the University Ukraine, which is currently under Soviet
Displaced Persons who, in Dr. Cehelsky's
Rolling Point
of Miami. Later, she transferred for a domination," said Nathalie, who hopes to
woids, were "forcc-evacualed" from their
The club became a rallying point where, semester to Harvard, which has the only full- study international law at Harvard.
homes during the war and refused to return
"A lot of young Ukrainians have assimi
to U ki aine at the end of hostilities because it said Kay Hodivsky, its secretary, "People- time courses in Ukrainian studies available
clung together because they didn4 know in the U S. They are supported by national lated into American society (but) we are very
was still under Soviet domination.
anybody
else."
strongly
aware of the political domination...
fund-rais
ng
by
the
Ukrainian
American
Dr. Cehelsky, a veterinarian, who worked
the terrible perseuctions (in Ukraine) and we
Maksymowich says that the club and the community.
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
are
showing
off the cultural heritage which
activity
of
the
two
Ukrainian
chui
ches
in
the
Philadelphia, until a yea. ago, when he
Student Club
has been suppressed for centuries by the
retired to Florida, represents the change in community (one Orthodox, the other Ukra
In M'anm NV:halic was a founder of the Russians and the Soviets," she said.
the type of Ukrainian immigrant-refugee by inian Catholic) have maintained the t i o witb
the time he and his wik came to the U.S. the old country ways that are sometimes lost
According to a Ukrainian national Bicen- after several generations in America.
"T vhb brought up in the Ukrui
r
\ггп\і) publication, the v;r о of immigrants
| ^ ^ ^ ^
RECENTLY PUBLISHED!
in the '940s and eaily 1950s differed from cuituie," said Maskymowich. "Usiid"' IP
caiiicr anivals because "The^e Ukrainians the second generation, you lose it, but v c are
finding
ir
Miami
that
our
second
geneiauoi.
were neemg Soviet rule та^" than poverty
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Back To The Slopes
by Ostop Tatomyr
With the snow flakes drifting through the
air. can skiing be far off?
About this time every year most Ukrain
ians, young and old. who are winter sports
oriented pull out the dusty ski boots, re-edge
their ski's and grasp their ski poles as they
head for a day or two of schussing down
their favorite slopes.

years and concerned about your physical
condition, a physical exam might be a good
idea.
Have Doctor's O.K.
For persons with high blood pressure and
other serious ailment, a physician should be
consulted as to the limits of involvement in
the sport.

Group Meets
To most young people the sport of skiing
offers not only recreational and physical
conditioning benefits, but also gives them a
chance to meet socially.
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^

Many Ukrainian youth groups offer a
week or so of skiing and good times in some
of the most widely skied areas of the world.
The Laurentians, the Catskills, the Adirondaks, the Rockies and the European Alps
are some of the more select areas Ukrainian
youth groups have chosen for their annual
jaunts.
Several factors should be considered prior
to taking to the slopes.
The most important and one that should
be stressed with increasing years is physical
conditioning. As mentioned, most young
skiing enthusiasts are aware of the import
ance of being "in-shape" to ski, but many
people in their late twenties and older seem
to forget that the human body can quickly
loose its "one-time" great physical condition
simply by lack of physical activity and a
sedentary life. A combination of muscle
spasmsr pulls and "overdoing-it" in cold
conditions can have sad repercussions.

v say cheese - it always makes a
picture look better."
("Der Kicker")

Down hill skiing may become strenuous
at times and with the cold environment heart
One of the most embarassing moments for attacks have become more common in past
a-skier is being pulled down the slope in an years in even younger (30-40) age brackets.
emergency sled, while his friends watch him People can enjoy skiing but common sense
descend with the Ski Patrol.
--should also be exercised. Do not overdo it at
Being in good physical condition may first!
alleviate many of these trips.
Remeber statistics indicate that injuries
.^gkiing should be done in moderation, occur more frequently in skiers who con
particularly the first several times out on the tinue to ski even after they become tired.
new snow of the year. If you are in moderate Keep your physical stature and ambitions in
condition and your health is normal, you perspective. Always carefully check your
will become accustomed to the increased bindings and skis as to their overall condi
stresses thatskntig-brings-tm physically over tion. Make certairr that the bindings are
thi entire system. Should you be higher up in bolted securely, and skis should be checked

8"

HOLIDAY SEASON AT SOYUZIVKA S
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1976

HOLY SUPPER
including the traditional 12 courses
of the Ukrainian Christmas meal.
During and after Supper-Caroling
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1976

UKRAINIAN AMERICAN CLUB
3595 N.W. 35th Street
MIAMI, Florida

NEW YEAR'S EVE

New YearXEye Celebration
Friday, Dec. 31, 1976, 9 p.m. t i l ?
All you can Eat — AH you can drink
Music; by "The McKays"
Ф17.50 per person
For tickets call 534-21! 8

WITH THE SPECIAL PROGRAM
NEW YEAR'S EVE SUPPER
by reservations only.
DANCE to the tunes of SOYUZIVKA
ORCHESTRA - W. DOBUSCHAK
and A CHUDOLIJ
Vocalists MARYSIA and ORYSIA STYN
THURSDA Y, JANUARY 6, 1977
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CHRISTMAS

SUPPER
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Attention Hars.
Taverns A Clubs

Ukrainian Music on 45 rpm Records
For Juke Box" Гне'
ftj SR-1G1

Й
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CHRISTMAS SPIRIT and CAROLS
"This is the ideal way to give the
housewives a Christmas treat!
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PHILADELPHIA. Pa.-Although eli
minated several weeks back during the
opening round of the U.S. Amatuer Open
Cup in double overtime. 3-2. the second
division "Tryzyb"1 soccer team had quite an
impressive season. By copping the second
Hag in the United League the team not only
earned
the honor of representing the divi
Check your runaway straps and by all
means look over your ski pole baskets. It is sion in cup play, but also earned the right to
participate
next season in the first division.
doubly embarrassing to be sking down the
slope leaving the basket half-way down, Much of the credit must go to the hard work
and
regular
training of the team members
planted in the snow.
and also the coaching staff Philadelphia's
When dressing check the outside condi most refreshing sports figure, Bohdan Sirij,
tion. The most common method of dressing along with Roman Bernarskij and Stefan
for skiing is to layer your clothing. In this Iskiw as assistants,were able to create again
fashion you are able to leave air pockets a winner in line with the "Tryzyb" soccer
within the layers of clothing to contain your tradition. Accolades should also go to the
body heat and thus keep you warm.
team members-Tolomeyo, Vikarchuk, RazDo not overdo it and dress too warm, as it putko, Luschak brothers, Doroshenko,
is not only unhealthy but drudgery to be a Chupak, Kalendar, Klem, Kuzevich, Pidskiing sauna. If the wind is gusting, a pyhoroda, Kovalchuk, Romanetz, Tymkiw,
windbreaker will take the place of "over- Bednarskij, Fischer, Brumberk.
sweatering."
TORONTO, O n t . - A t a recent banquet
Finally, once you have dressed properly, held at the Granite Club in Toronto, the
checked all your gear and embarked on the Ukrainian community along with Ukrainian
great adventure of skiing, keep in mind that members of the Canadian Olympic team
skiing is like driving. Keep your eyes open honored Ivan Charalambij, the defected
not only for trees and gullies but also for Rumanian caoeist of Ukrainian blood.
other people. Collisions in skiing produce According to Ukrainian activist Myron
Spolsky, Charalambij is currently training
their share of injuries.
in Toronto for the 1980 Olympic Games.
Be certain that you are skiing on a hill that
compliments your abilities. The best way to
KIEV, Ukraine.-As noted by the Ger
loose your taste for skiing is to experience man News Agency, several abrupt changes
the feeling of complete helplessness as one's occured recently within the Kiev "Dynamo"
body is flying over hills with the skis Soccer Club, last year's top team in Europe.
crossing.
Eliminated from within the playing ranks
were Volodymyr Muntian, a 13-year veteran
Many Ukrainian Events
who was voted the most valuable soccer
For those who consider themselves better player in the Soviet Union in 1969; halfbacks
than average, there are many Ukrainian Victor Matvienko and Volodymyr Troshraces sponsored by various groups through
kin, along with head coaches Oleh Bazyout the U.S. and Canada. Notification of
levych, V. Lobanovsky and Oleksander
these events is usually given in ample time
Petrashevsky.
through the Ukrainian press for the skier to
prepare himself both physically and men
NEW YORK, N.Y.—Ryan Bozak, the
tally.
young National Hockey League linesman is
Skiing is a .wonderful activity—scenic, a Canadian of Ukrainian background.
exhilirating and self-satisfying, but keep in There are more and more Ukrainian involv
mind now that the season has begun to ski ed in the NHL every year, in all capacities.
"smartly". Remember some of the points
MONTREAL, Que.-Canadiens head
mentioned and уод луill enjoy and excell in
trainer Eddie Palchak, an unsung hero of the
this sport each time you start your schuss.
recent Stanley Cup champions, is a Cana
dian of Ukrainian lineage and a proud of it.
"I speak Ukrainian, but not as fluently as
ANNUAL MEETING
when I was younger. It's hard enough to
Annual meeting for Branch MS of . understand the French here, but 1 still
Young-stowri, ahio: will be held" at understand Ukrainin to a very high degree."
Holy Trinity Ukrainian Catholic Church,
526 W. ftayen Avenue on January 9,
KIEV, Ukraine."The Soviet publication
1977, at 1 p.m. All members encouraged
to attend for election of officers.
"Ukraine, Illustrated Quarterly" states that
. ,,
MARY MAKAR, the Kiev "Spartak" women's handball team
has been the backbone of many Soviet
national teams participating in international
matches aril Olympic play. Scorer Maria
SPENDING THE HOLIDAYS
Litoshenko was named top player in 1975.
IN SOUTH FLORIDA?
The
"Spartak" team has been European
Sele You a t fehe ^
champion five times.

for cracks. It may present a problem when
one exits from a chair lift or a T-bar and
finds his ski on a downhill trajectory heading
directly for the chalet without the boot or
skier.

LET US SING TODAY
CAROL OF THE BELLS

SR-102

Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus

TYUTUNNYK
KOLOMYJKA

Щ
3
Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus
J l SR-103
SILVER CIRCLE
ASSOCIATION ESTAТЕ j !QUIET WATER
Vocal
Tel.: (914) 626-5641
3
.^2.85 each: handling A postage 504

J5
3
I? No Place Like Soyuzivka at Christmas Holidays ^
^ідагшігшдоіїдовддеівдвдвдідашшодгіш

Send check or money order to:

ARTS INTERNATIONAL LTD.
SUNFLOWER RECORDS
P.O. Box 184, Detroit, Michigan 48212

BOSTON, Mass.--In his 22nd season for
the Bruins, 41-year-old Johnny "Chief
Bucyk says: "The jet travel and the increased
number of games is causing me to pace
myself more?' and more during the season."
The veteran, left winger turned part-time
writer several years back when his work in
paperback, "Hockey in My Blood" was on
sale at news stands everywhere. The book is
worth reading, particularly because it
emphasises^his Ukrainian heritage and
upbringing.
PHILADELPHIA, P a . - T h e Commit
tee for the land purchase at "Tryzyb" has
released the latest total of collections and
donations toward the new sports facility to
be constructed here. Some S40.000 has been
collected and the figure will be nearing the
S50,000 mark by the new calendar year.
IRVINGfTON, N.J.—A moment of tri
bute to the passing of the late Rev. H. Sagan,
who was not only a spiritual leader but also a
sports enthusiast. During the first semrannual Ukrainian golf tourney in Maplewood, N.J., this past September, Rev. Sagan
earned the longest drive trophy, an accom
plishment many younger golfers could not
equal He will be missed in both sports and
church circles.
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Sacred Heart U. Supports
Manor Offers Real
Ethnic Heritage Studies
Estate Seminar, Courses
BRIDGEPORT. Conn.-The develop
ment of courses in the languages, literature
and civilization of ethnic Americans was
encouraged by Dr. Thomas.Patrick Melady
in the inaugural address given at his installa
tion as the third president of Sacred Heart
University in Bridgeport, Conn., Saturday,
December 11.
"Our country is now beginning to recog
nize the treasure house of our ethnic
heritage," said the former United States
ambassador to two African nations.
''For t c - ion,: :he advocate of tre'melting
pot' discobzaL.ec' a venous interest by
Americans m ine cultuic of their ancestors
1 his tortunateh is changing M
Di. Meiad\ went on to explain that
Sacred Heaa uni\erskv Ііал alwavs valued
tne richness o' eitonicheritage oecauseethnic
Americans are a key element m the Univerb l l \ 4 b.LdC" 1 bOC\.

"V\eaie \i'. " \ г л : . ; . . л ; ^ ' а к , Ь к п .man. I-.v . , vii4 zv, -' . t i n J\ Canadian,
Polish, Spanish, Cuba.!. РиеЛо Rican,
Portuguese. Jewish. Black Americans, and
Vietnamese," he said.

In addition to offering college courses to
students and to all those interested in
deepening their knowledge of ethnic heri
tage, Dr. Melady stressed that the University
will commit itself to cooperating with ethnic
American organizations in the "noble work
of preserving and transmitting their cultural
heritage."
Dr. Melady comes to Sacred Heart
University, a coeducational institution
founded under Catholic auspices and dedi
cated to serving commuting students, from
his position as executive vice-president and
chief academic officer of St. Joseph's
College in Philadelphia, where he was
instrumental in setting up a program of
ethnic studies.
A political scientist, he is the author of 10
books, two monographs, and over 100
published articles. He has dealt extensively
with political, economic, and social con
cerns of developing nations and has' been a
participant in several White House and
global conferences dedicated to internation
al cooperation, civil rights, human relations,
and social justice.

JENKINTOWN, P a . - M a n o r Junior
College will sponsor a free real estate
seminar, entitled "Real Estate as a Profes
sion and a Career," on Saturday, January 8,
1977, from 9:00 a.m. until noon.
Among topics to be discussed will be real
estate as a career and the course work
required or available in the real estate field
and the relevance of such courses to the
practice of the real estate profession.
Speakers will be selected from the real
estate faculty of Manor, including; Bart F.
Brigidi, M.A.I., A.S.A., director of the real
estate program at Manor and president of
Bart F. Brigidi, Inc., a real estate appraisal
and consulting firm; Bernard Cam ins, an
instructor in real estate at Manor and a vicepresident of Bart F. Brigidi, Inc.; Craig A.
Lerch, a partner in the real estate firm of
Kolen and Lerch; Vincent A. DiCioccio,
president of Vincent Realty Company and
past president of the West Philadelphia
Realty Board, and Herbert A. Bass, esq.,
instructor in law and conveyancing and a
partner with the law firm of Fox, Roths
child, O'Brien, and Frankel.
Since the inception of the real estate

program at Manor in f 972, 750 persons have
completed the basic real estate courses.
These include persons seeking salesman or
broker's licenses, professionals in the field
seeking to improve or refresh their skills,
and individuals studying for their own
satisfaction, with no specific career goal.
This spring Manor College will offer the
following courses in real estate: Principles
and Practices, Effective Salesmanship,
Appraisal 1, Law and Conveyancing I and
II, Real Estate Market Research and Analy
sis, Condemnation Valuation of Real Estate
Machinery and Equipment, Construction,
Real Estate Economics, and Real Estate
Management 11. All real estate courses carrytwo college credits and meet either Tuesday
or Thursday evenings.
Registration for the spring semester will
be held January II, 12, and 13 from 6:00
until 8:00 p.m. Classes begin January 18th.
Tuition is SI00 per course.
Manor Junior College is located at Fox
Chase Road and Forrest Avenue in Jenkintown, Pa. For further information regarding
the program or to register for the seminar,
call 885-2360.

A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:
Sp
Йь:
В
Ж
ЯГ

BOOMERANG—The Works of VALENTYN MOROZ
by Yaroslav Bihun
introduction by Dr. PAUL L. GERSPER
Unbound
Bound

TWENTIETH-CENTURY UKRAINE
by Clarence A. Manning

Щ
ft

S2.50

M

S3.75
S5.75
CATARACT by Mykhaylo Osadchy
S3.95

ЇЇ

A HISTORY OF UKRAINE by Michael Hrushevsky

5

S20.00

Ш
TL

xSHEVCHENKO'S TESTAMENT by John Panchuk

S3.00
.S
jg:
Tj

UKRAINIANS ABROAD—Offprint from UKRAINE:
A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA by Volodymyr Kubijovyc
S3.00

J

THE UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA by Myron B. Kuropas

|f.

S3.95

Ж
Л

THEIR LAND—An Anthology of Ukrainian
Short Stories by Michael Luchkovich

Jr

S3.00

5
WW

FATHER AGAPIUS HONCHARENKO—First Ukrainian
Priest in the United States by Theodore Luciw
S7.50

a"
S
g:

Ivan Franko, POEMS from translations of
Percival Cundy by Clarence A. Manning
S3.50

jfc
В
йИГ

Ї
Ш

J

Ї

M

ETHNOCIDE OF UKRAINIANS IN THE USSR
The Ukrainian Herald isssue 7-8
by Olena Saciuk and Bohdan Yasen
introduction by ROBERT CONQUEST
Unbound S3.95
Bound S6.95

Щ
jfft
Л
M
W
в

SPIRIT OF UKRAINE—Ukrainian contributions
to world's culture by D. Snowyd

ІИ
"Ш

S1.50

JL

DIPLOMACY of DOUBLE MORALITY Europe's Crossroads
in Carpatho-Ukraine 1919-1939 by Peter G. Stercho
S15.00

W
JW
g

REVOLUTIONARY VOICES—Ukrainian Political
Prisoners condemn Russian colonialism
by Slava Stetsko
S6.50

Ш
W
M
Щ

HETMAN OF UKRAINE—IVAN MAZEPPA
by Clarence A. Manning
S2.50

GRANITE OBELISKS by Vasyl Symonenko

Щ

S5.00

J|

UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS
by Clarence A. Manning

FOR A BETTER CANADA by Senator Paul Yuzyk

jft

S3.00

Ш

S2.50

Please select the book or books you wish to have and send remittance by check or money order,
including postage (S1.00 per copy) and a 59b sales tax for New Jersey residents, to:
SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, N.J. 07303
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Once More "Chervona

16 Ukrainians
In Bicen Book

Kalyna'

by Chrystana Blazenko
The "Chervona Kalyna" unit of the
Ukrainian Plast organization, in its half a
century of activity, deserves recognition and
gratitude of the Ukrainian community for
an innumerable roster of deeds. The greater
part of its original members made their
supreme sacrifice on the field of battle for
Ukraine's freedom.
The surviving membership, adjusting to
modern conditions, toil tirelessly in preparing spiritually and physically new and future
cadres of defenders of the Ukrainian cause.
They managed, while pursuing their frequently tragic tasks, to cloth their efforts
with an aura of typically romantic sentimentalism.
It's for such of us who can only feel and
enjoy but who are not able to create, that the
youngest "Chervona Kalyna" presents their
gift to Ukrainian society, their newly
organized youth band, named, of course
"Chervona Kalyna".

RALEIGH, N.C.—The names of 16
Ukrainians in the United States were
included in a special publication entitled
"Notable Americans of the Bicentennial
Era."
Those included were: Prof. Joseph Andrushkiw, Peter Andrusiw, Alexander Archimovich, Prof. Volodymyr Bandera, Nicholas Sydor-Czartorysky, Jacques Hnizdovsky, Jaroslaw Hrynewych, Lubo Hutsaliuk,
Mykhajlo Kushnir, Wadym Lesytch-Kirshak, Prof. Wasyl Lew, Dr. Irene Nakoneczna, Dr. Roman Osinchuk, Mykola Ostapiak, Roman Rudnytsky, and Ostap Tarnawsky.
Volume one of the work was published by
the American Biographical Institute, a
subsidiary of Historical Preservations of
America, Inc.

Dr. Kuropas to Address

Popular Music
The proposed goal of this newest musical
ensemble is to concentrate on recreating
Ukrainian popular music, which would
entertain not only the senior citizen, but also
attract the youth.
The band intends to follow the already
established patterns of the existing Ukrainian orchestras and ensembles which succeeded in pleasing the younger generation by
presenting a modern and original version of
Ukrainian music. Furthermore, the band
intends to acquaint its young audience with
dance music, enjoyed once by their parents,
but still capable of charming and delighting
the current swinger.
And who could be more suitable for
recreating for us a familiar custom-made
atmosphere. These are the boys that were
born and bred in our own midst, who were
educated under the same system that the
majority of us. They empathise with our
likes and dislikes because they themselves
are affected by like stimuli. Let's take a
closer look at the individual band members.
Members
The initiator and leader of the group is
Oles Kuzyszyn. In addition to administra-

Canadian

"Chervona Kalyna" vocal ensemble, left to right: Oleh Dekaylo, Orest Vistriuk, Rostyslav
Dekaylo, Bohdan Kuzyshyn, Oksana Tromsa, and Alex Kuzyshyn.
tive duties, he deals with the piano, the
guitar, and also sings. Oles graduated from
the Ukrainian Music Institute with a personal graduation concert in April 1975. Regularly he accompanies the "Moloda Dumka"
children's choir. Apart from music, he
studies at Columbia University and hopes to
become a medical doctor.
The female equality is upheld in this band
by Oksana Tromsa. She graduated from
Juilliard School of Music and had a graduation recital. Presently she studies at Fairfield
University in Bridgeport, Conn, and likewise intends to be a doctor of medicine.
Oksana is their vocalist.
Two Brothers
Two brothers, Rostyslav and Oleh Dekajlo, manage the guitars and sing. Rostyk
works in the Studio of Mrs. L. Krushelnyo
ka, while Oleh is a soloist for the SUM
dancers "Verkhovyntsi". Both boys study at
the same City College of New York, though
Rostyslav wants to be an architect, while
Oleh favors law.
An economics student, Orest Virstiuk,
plays the accordion. For several years he

accompanied the SUMA dancers of Passaic,
N.J. He studies at Rutgers University.
And all of them are ably supported by a
younger Kuzyszyn brother, Bohdan, who
controls the drums. Bohdan is a sophomore
at Regis High School, N.Y.C.
Nestor Blyznak is the band's sound
engineer. He is a senior at New York
University. Just recently, he was accepted to
the New York University Medical School.
This young band had their debut this
March 1976 at a Plast children's costume
dance in New York. The band members, all
equally young "plastuny," play spanking
new instruments acquired by their own
efforts. They perform in originally designed
costumes, a stylized version of Ukrainian
folk dress in scarlet^green colors of wild
"kalyna" plant.
"Chervona Kalyna" has by now several
successful performances to their credit. They
played for the Ukrainian School graduation
dance in New York City, at the students'
dance in Passaic, N.J., at a 50th anniversary
celebration of Plast "Chervona Kalyna" in
Hunter, N.Y. at Soyuzivka, and in Hempsted, L.I.

Astoria
22nd

January
Fete

ASTORIA, N.Y.— Dr. Myron Kuropas,
Special Assistant to the President for Ethnic
Affairs, will be the keynote speaker at the
Ukrainian Independence Day program here
at Bryant High School Sunday, January 30.
In past years, the program, which is
sponsored by the Parish Council of the Holy
Cross Ukrainian Catholic Church, received
wide publicity in local media. The Long
Island Press twice carried photos and
articles about the observances.
Appearing in the program will be the Holy
Cross Ukrainian Catholic Church choir
directed by Osyp Dlaboha, the Ukrainian
Dancers of Astoria directed by Elaine
Oprysko, St. Vladimir's Ukrainian Catholic
Church choir from Hempstead conducted
by Stephen Marusevich, and Osenenko
Ukrainian Dancers from Hempstead, the
"Young Dumka" choir directed by Semen
Komirny, the New York School of Bandura
conducted by Rev. Serhij Pastuchiw, and
soloists Eugenia Turiansky and Eugene
Tytla.
Master of ceremonies will Wolodymyr
Hentisz.

Folk Arts...

(Continued from page 3)
Priorities of the CFAC/CCAP in the next New Brunswick: Lorenzo Bourque, Shediac
three years are to include: participation in and Bernie Houlihan, Monoton; Prince
the cultural aspects of the Canada Games in Edward Island: Ron Cameron, Cardigan
Newfoundland, and in the Commonwealth and Rev. Arsenault; Newfoundland: Henry
Games in Alberta; holding national, bilin- Harvey, St. John's and Gilbert Higgins,
gual choral, dance and crafts seminars and Stephenville.
workshops; developing an invitation-type
Elected to the program committee were:
international festival in some locality of chairman, Lewis R. Brookes, St. John's,
Canada, based on submissions from various Newfoundland; co-chariman, Mrs. Ella
municipal folk arts councils.
Gallahar, Vancouver; members from the
In addition to Sen. Yuzyk and Mr. other provinces are: Alberta, Lise Holeton,
Kossar, the following were elected to the St. Paul's, Saskatchewan: Ernie Chan,
Executive of the CFAC/CCAP: 1st co- Saskatoon: Manitoba: Henry Lorenc, Winchairman, Major-General Douglas J. Pea- nipeg: Ontario, C. Digby Banting, Hamilcher, Toronto, with a 2nd co-chairman to be ton; Quebec: T.B.A.; Nova Scotia: Gary
appointed by the CFAC/CCAP National Russell, Halifax; New Brunswick: T.B.A.
Board from the province of Quebec; the five Prince Edward Island: Abe Zakem, Charvice-chairmen elected are: Mrs. Pegi Wal- lottetown.
den, London; Mrs. Nina Timperley, EdElected to the advisory council were:
monton; Mrs. Frances Fridge, Vancouver; chairman, Cecil Semchyshyn, Winnipeg; coRev. Pierre Arsenault, Miscouche, P.E.I.; chairman, Sab Roncucci, Edmonton; memJohn W.V. Stephens, Q.C., Thornhill, bership on the advisory council includes
Ontario. One vice-chairman will be named presidents and chief executive officers of
by the Confederation des Loisirs du Quebec. national ethno-cultural organization.
Other Executive members elected: secretary, Mrs. Aline O'Brien, Shediac Bridge, UCCA...
N.B.; treasurer, Bruno K.J. Bragoli, Hamil(Continued from page 3)
ton; associate executive director, Guy
Landry, Montreal.
S50: Dr. Yaroslav and Irena Nestorovych
Elected to the Board were: British Colum- (New York, N.Y.); Dr. Jaroslav Stachiw
bia: Mrs. Ella Gallahar, Vancouver, and (California); Dr. Euegen Steckiw (Buffalo,
Mrs. Fridge; Alberta: Mrs. Lydia Hlady- N.Y.); Dr. Sviatoslav and Dr. Haiyna
shevsky, Calgary and Mrs. Timperley; Klufas (Syracuse, N. Y.); Dr. Alexander and
Saskatchewan: Dr. Klaus Burmeister, Regi- Yaroslava Gudziak (Syracuse, N.Y.);
na, plus one T.B.A.: Manitoba: Mrs. Ena George and Tania Nesterchuk (Washington,
Sutton and August Bairos, Winnipeg; D.C.); Volodymyr and Uliana Diachuk
Ontario:' Peter Zarins, Sauit Ste. Marie; (Jersey City, N.J.); Bohdan Hawryluk (New
Mrs. Walden and Messrs. Bragoli and York, N.Y.); Dr. and Mary Dushnyck
Stephens; Quebec: Four representatives to (Brooklyn, N.Y.); Prof. Lev E. and Julia
be named by the Confederation des Loisirs Dobriansky (Washington, D.C.); Osyp
du Quebec; Nova Scotia: Mrs. Barbara Poraiko (Los Angeles, Calif.) and VoloCampbell and Ernest Fedorowych, Halifax; dymyr Hladych (Perth Amboy, N.J. ).

THE UKRAINIAN HERALD Issue 7-8

Ethnocide of Ukrainians
In the USSR
Is now available at the Svoboda Bookstore
This is the first complete English edition of issue 7-8 of the major underground journal in
Ukraine. A must for students of the Soviet dissident movement. 208 pages, including index,
introduction by ROBERT CONQUEST, translated and edited by OLENA SACIUK
and BOHDAN YASEN.

Price: S6.95 (hardbound), S 3.95 (softbound)
New Jersey residents add 5 ^o sales tax
Svoboda Bookstore
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey city, N.J. 07302
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St. Nicholas The Wet
Roman Zavadovych
Illustration by M. Dmytrenko

Establish Cultural
Center In Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA, P a . - T h e establish
ment of The Ukrainian Cultural Service
Center was announced Friday, November
26, in the Ukrainian American Citizens
Association of South Philadelphia, Society
Hill, 610 South American Street, Philadel
phia, Pa.
The Center's aim is to provide an open
forum for the recognition of variety and
excellence in the Ukrainian community. A
program of monthly seminars has been
planned, in which eminent individuals from
many fields will give a presentation followed
by a general discussion thus providing an
opportunity for expression and enrichment
of all participants. An awards program to
recognize outstanding Ukrainians was also
formulated.
The first seminar was given by Marco

This happened long ago. Legend has
it that it was in those years when our
p r i n c e s in Kiev sat u p o n a golden
throne, and in their capital built church
es with golden roofs to the greater glory
of God. In Kiev, in the church of St.
Sofia, there was an ikon of St. Nicholas
the Wet. Many people prayed before
this ikon, asking the saint's help in
misfortune, or intercession with God.
How did this ikon receive its strange
name, and why was it so greatly honor
ed?
Many years ago, a wealthy merchant
and his family set out for Kiev in a big
launch. The trip down the Dnipro River
was beautiful, the weather perfect. The
boat flew along like a bird, while little
clouds hung above it in the blue sky and
reflected in the water below. A gentle
wind puffed out the sails of the boat,
and gulls circled a r o u n d it, calling,
pointing the way.
A small boy sat in the boat, eagerly
observing everything. His name was
Nicholas, and he was the only son of the
wealthy merchant - a lively, happy
child. He couldn't sit still for a minute,
but was c o n s t a n t l y j u m p i n g off his
mother's lap to see everything, asking
questions, eager to touch everything
with his little hands.
And so it happened that Nicholas
leaned over the rail to look into the
water, saw a bright fish, and stretched
out his hand toward it. He lost his
footing, and fell into the water! His
parents cried out and ran to save their
son, but it was too late. The dark water
covered л і т , and spray hid him from his
mother's eyes. Neither a mother's tears
nor prayers could move the mighty
Dnipro to give up its captive.
Great was the sorrow of the merchant
as he reached Kiev. The mother, weep
ing bitterly, was ready to throw herself
into the Dnipro after her son. She didn't
want to live without him. But the people
who met them at the landing convinced
her to go to the church of St. Nicholas
and share with the saint her terrible,
inexpressible grief.
The unhappy woman went to this
church. Tears flowing down her cheeks,
she fell down before the saint's ikon,
unable to utter a word. All she could do

was gaze at the ikon, while her soul
spoke silently.
"Take pity on me, Hply Father. How
can I live without my beloved son?"
She wept, the fdilici' wept, all the
people in the church could only mutely
share their sorrow. Then evening came
and covered with its dark curtain this
scene of human suffering...
Good people led the mother to an inn,
and laid her to bed. But sleep would not
come. In her fever she kept getting up,
insisting that she must go and seek her
child. She pounded her head against the
door and called to her Nicholas. But the
night would not answer, and the servant
girls in the inn could only wring their
hands to see this unhappy mother.
Dawn began to glimmer. The sun had
not yet peeked over the tall pines in the
east when somebody hammered impa
tiently on the door of the inn. It was the
old c a r e t a k e r of t h e C h u r c h of St.
Nicholas, the one who opens it up every
morning.
"Open the door!" he shouted. "Is this
the place where the merchant whose
child was drowned is staying? Let him
come to the church, quickly."
The merchant and his wife rushed out
and followed the elderly caretaker. He
was speechless with excitement, but
with shaking hand and quaking knees
he o p e n e d the heavy d o o r s of the
church. He pointed to the ikon"of St.
N i c h o l a s , gently s h i m m e r i n g in its
g o l d e n frame in the early m o r n i n g
sunlight.
A child lay beneath the ikon.
Both parents ran toward their little
son, who but yesterday had disappered
under the waves of the Dnipro river.
T h e r e he w a s , alive a n d well, a n d
smiling up at his parents.
A great shout of joy rang through the
church. The first rays of the sun cut
through the dimness. The mother hugg
ed her child to her heart, and the father
turned to the caretaker.
"Who saved our son? Whom have we
to thank for our great happiness?"
The caretaker was so moved by the
miracle that he couldn't answer. He
only raised his hand and pointed at the
ikon of St. Nicholas.
"Yes, he saved our child!" cried the
merchant, falling on his knees. "Look,
he is still wet!"

Woonsocket

Zubar, a nationally established artist, on the
art of stained glass, and was scheduled for
Saturday, December 11, at 7:00 p.m. at the
Ukrainian American Citizens Association of
South Philadelphia. Refreshments were
served, followed by music and dancing.
An interim election of officers include:
president Michael Elko: vice-president
(public relations). William Nezowy; vicepresident (art), Marco Zubar; secretary,
Daria Knihnicky; Treasurer, Ulana Szumsky. The Board of Directors is made up of
the following members: Nezowy, chairman,'
Robert Bencal, Dr. Petro Kluk, Andrij V.
Szul, Alexander Malofiy, associate mem
bers.
Dr. P. Kluk, president of the Ukrainian
Literary—Arts Club of Philadelphia, en
dorsed a policy of mutual cooperation and
support.

Parish
Marks Golden

WOONSOCKET, R.I. (K.E.)-On No
vember 21, 1976, St. Michael's Ukrainian
Orthodox Church here observed the 50th
anniversary of the founding of the parish.
The day-long observance started with the
celebration of a Pontifical Divine Liturgy by
Archbishop Mark, assisted by the New
England Deanery clergy and the church
choir directed by Stephan Teper.
The service was opened with a procession
from the rectory to the church. The Arch
bishop was greeted during the procession by
students of the Ukrainian and Sunday
schools, Ann DeGenero, president of the
Sisterhood, Gloria Hreczuck, president of
the Ladies Sodality, Kost Kornicky, the
oldest parishioner, and the Very Rev.
Mitred Vitaly Kowalenko, pastor.
Visiting clergy included: Very Rev. Nicho
las Cherniawsky of New Haven, Very Rev.
Myron Pocholok of Boston, and Rev.
Dmytro Mamchur of Hartford. During the
Liturgy the children's choir sang "Otche
nash." Also during the Liturgy, Archbishop
Mark, by authority of Archbishop-Metro
politan Mstyslav, elevated Fr. Kowalenko
to the rank of Protopres by ter or Right Rev.
Archpriest.
A banquet followed the services at the
Bocce Club, which was highlited by a

Christmas

Jubilee

concert presented by the Bandura male
chorus and the Ukrainian dance group.
Thorn Chaharyn, president of the parish
committee, opened the banquet. Invocation
was offered by Archbishop Mark.
During the banquet the founder pioneers
and past presidents were honored. Toastmaster was Alex Kokolsky. Peter Teper was
chairman of the event.
The main speaker was Dr. Myron Kuropas, Special Assistant to the President for
Etnic Affairs, who also brought greetings
from President Ford.
Other speakers were: State Representa
tive Richard Kerns, Judge Orist Chaharyn,
and numerous representatives of organiza
tions. Messages of greetings were received
from Mayor Gerard J. Bouley, Congress
man Fernand St. Germain, Senators John
O. Pastore and Clayborne Pell, Governor
Philip Noel, and from former pastors.
America's Bicentennial and the Centen
nial of Ukrainian settlement in the U.S. were
noted during the event. Benediction was
offered by the Rev. Mitred N. Cherniawsky.
Following the banquet, the guests danced
to the tunes of Rudek's orchestra. Later
there was a reception for Archbishop Mark,
the clergy and guests of honor at the pastor's
residence.

from the Hearts of Babes

(Christmas is a season which affects people of all ages and walks of life. Below are two
poems written by fourth graders at the St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Grammar School in
Passaic, N.J. Their teacher, Mrs. L Herman, submitted them to The Weekly.)

The Little Lord Jesus
by Christine Kosmoski
The little Lord Jesus
Lay down His head.
Little Lord Jesus speaks.
When He wakes up,
I will tell Him
To pray for you, Mom and Dad.

The Little Baby
by Michael Urbatiowycz
The Three Kings are coming,
Listening to the Angels sing.
The shepherds watch a star from a feu.
When they arrive they wiM see
-Ї^arvand
Joseph^ - if;
4filing
at the ehihl Щ^"
,' ^y0kev will see Him rnrityManger,
- I r V Savior will bv hvmM -
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Newsclips From Ukraine

Now Available

UNA Wall Calendar For 1977
(both new and old style)

Український Народний Союз, Інк.
U K R A I N I A N N A T I O N A L A S S O C I A T I O N , INC.
P. O. Box 76
ф
30 Montgomery Street
ф
Jersey City, N. J . 07303
Telephones: (201) 451-2200, N. Y. Line (212) 227-5250-1

УКРАЇНСЬКИЙ
НАРОДНИЙ
СОЮЗ

UKRAINIAN
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

Insures members for
Pays out high dividends
' Видає щоденник
„Свободу",
„Український
Тижневик" і журнал
для дітей „Веселка";

ВСТУПАЙТЕ
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the "Svoboda"
daily, the English language
"Ukrainian Weekly" and
the children's magazine
"Veselka" (The Rainbow);

ЧЛЕНИ

ЗАБЕЗЛЕЧІТЬСЯ
І БУДЬТЕ
ЗАБЕЗПЕЧЕНІ!

THE UNA INSURE YOURSELF
AND BE SAFE!

Building

1 1977

Січень - January

| Исд.-Sun. Пон.-Моп

BIB.-TUC.

(ep.-Wed. Чст.-Thu.

ZHYTOMYR.— More than 30 students
LU the village Sukhovolia in the Zhytomyr
region must walk each day 7 kilometers to
the village Kalynivka to attend classes in the
secondary school. Of course, they have to
walk the same distance back home—and it's
not part of the Soviet physical education
program for youth. The problem is that two
years ago the old bus that used to tote the
youngsters to and fro finally broke down.
The authorities refused to send a replace
ment because, they claimed, a bridge in the
village Povchyne on the way to Kalynivka
was unsafe for bus travel. The Soviet local
newspaper, however, reported that the
bridge had long been repaired, but still no
bus in sigh. So the kids walk. They're told it's
good for their health.
LVIV.—The streets of Lviv are apparent
ly getting crowded, because works are now
underway to build underground passage in
the most heavily used parts of this western
Ukrainian metropolis. The newspaper
"Radianska Ukraina" reports that this past
year several passages were constructed in
Lviv, notably under the Khmelnytsky street,
the Stryiska street, at the "Radiansky"
square. Another passage is being completed
near the passanger bus plant, says the paper.
ODESSA. - In line with the directives of
the XXVth Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union to educate young
people "in the spirit of communism", more
emphasis is being placed on the teaching of
the Russian language and literature in
Ukraine. At a special three-day conference
in Odessa, which, according to "Radianska
Ukraina" brought together scores of teach
ers, educators and methodologists, new
plans were devised to promulgate the
teaching of Russian not only in schools but

STUDENTS
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Do you want to spend TWO FREE DAYS in the Catskili Mountains
at the famous Ukrainian National Association recort
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in adult educational centers. With this in
mind, the Ukrainian SSR's publishing
houses have brought out a series of Ukrain
ian-Russian and Russo-Ukrainian dictiona
ries as well as new textbooks on the teaching
of Russian.
KIEV.—Citing a case of a secretary of a
Comsomol organization, who failed to
convince her friend of the "incompatibility
of her Baptist views," the paper "Radianska
Ukraina" editorialized on the question of
youth education and upbringing. In addi
tion to imparting knowledge in various
subjects, teachers must "instill a feeling of
love for the socialist Fatherland and a desire
to place of their talents at the service of the
Soviet people," sermonized the newspaper,
insisting that young people must be educa
ted into "aggressive, irreconcilable" foes of
"alien ideologies".
TEREBOVLIA.—The Comsomol news
paper "Molod' Ukrainy" (Youth of Ukra
ine") cites the case of a young Comsomol
member who wrote a letter to the Terebovlia
raion party secretary, stating: "I know I was
in error. I believe in the existence of Jesus
Christ and I wish to belong only to him. I am
returning my (Comsomol) membership
card, because I do not wish to feel guilty even
with regard to you. As of this moment I do
not consider myself a Comsomol member."
The paper says that the youth, by the name
of Roman, had fallen under the influence of
an unnamed religious sect after his friend
was killed riding a motorcycle. It took the
Comsomol members two years to "bring
him back into the fold," said the paper,
allegedly quoting Roman as having said:
"To hell with it! Life's so beautiful! "The
paper did not say whether the youth rejoined
the Comsomol cell.
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"SOYUZIVKA"

'

or near Chicago at the Ukrainian Cooperative

!

"Samodopomoha" resort

Contact your local UNA Branch secretary.

^ O U N D LAKE"
If so, then you MUST:

f t i t i t i ^ i
Sen/or Citizens

ь be between 16 and 23 years of age;
^ become insured in the U.N.A. between July and the end of
December 1976 for at least S5,000 ш е insurance;

Corner
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(Continued from page 7)
Ibis column closes America's Bicentennial Year and the 100th year of Ukrainian
settlement in America by paying tribute to those sons and daughters of Ukraine whom
Providence has blessed with longevity and who live among us today. We express our love of
you, we express our pride in you, we express our deep gratitudefor all your sacrifices, and we
thank you for your devotion to all that is dear to the Ukrainian soul
TO YOU...and to all Ukrainian senior citizens everywhere, the president, Stephen
Kuropas, secretary Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch and the Committee of Five join me in extending
loving and most sincere wishes for a Blessed and Joyous Christmas Season.
We welcome comments, questions on any problems relating to senior citizens. Write toMrs. Marion K. Burbella, c/0 The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St Jersey City N J
07303.
We've just received woo! stockings,
panty hose, leather jackets, vests,
paper napkins, plastic trays and
placemats with Ukrainian desgins

pay one year's premium.

Dear Student! Do not miss this grand opportunity to become a
U.N.A. member and in addition spend TWO DAYS free of charge
at "Soyuzivka" or, if more convenient, at the "Round Lake" resort
near Chicago. There you will have the opportunity to meet
other young people and make new friends.
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U k r a i n i a n National Association? Inc.
30 Montgomery Street
Jersey City, NJ. 07303
Tel, (201) 451-2200, N.Y. Line (212) 227-5250-1
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DELTO CO.

COFFEE SET (FOR 6) WITH UKRAINIAN DESIGN
-GERMAN PORCELAIN - S50.00.

Roman Iwanycky

DELTO CO.

136 First A v e n u e
(Bet. 8 t h a n d 9 t h Streets)
N e w Y o r k , N . Y . 10009

Tel.: (212) 228-2266

Roman Iwanycky
136 First Avenue
Bet. 8th and 9th Sts.
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